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A New England Mutual agent ANSWERS SOME QUESTIONS about 

h I l {t d b 

t ll l I f I 

er 

WHEN A MAN MAJORS in chemistry in college, how will What did you do before you got into life insurance? 
he get along in life insurance? Let’s look at Horace 3 
“Tink” Olmsted, Lafayette '39. After using his chemi- “For six years I was a technical salesman for a big chemical 
cal training as a technical salesman in industry, he = genie 
joined New England Mutual in Pittsburgh only two company. They sent me to Pittsburgh as district repre- 
years ago. Today he’s a member of our Leaders’ Associ- sentative. Then in 1952 I joined New England Mutual.” 
ation and is knocking at the door of the Million Dollar 

Round Table. Any college course can be a good founda- 
tion for life insurance. The success of over 900 college- . ts : 
trained New England Mutual agents proves this to be Being a district representative sounds pretty good. 
a fact. Why did you leave? 

“Well, it was a good job, but I was tired of taking orders 

2 OC Ace from a distance. I had too much responsibility with too 

- — oe little authority. And, of course, my family and I had to 

: a : a ~ | ee live where the company wanted us. All in all, I wasn’t 

4 | too happy about my job.” 

_* ~ . 
| | rF=—ruOC 8 Does life insurance give you what you want? 

ee - _. © | “Pll say it does. I’m my own boss. I can live where I want, 
ll OCU hl i iar se 2 Hey aH 

iS fa —~ |. choose my clients, and earn as much as my ability will 
ee rr let me. The training courses at New England Mutual 

oe = - . dl have given me a professional education. And, on top of 

[_ = oe Oy — FS | all this, life insurance gives me the chance to do some real 

Le —— It ts good in the world.” 

a Zo r—L How can [ tell if life insurance is for me? 

a — % rl - 2 “The Company has a proved selection process for deter- 

a fe 4 ai . mining your aptitude and will tell you frankly what 
ee ee if 4 oN a 3 me Lo ‘ / : your chances are for success. Write Vice President 

Lee } i “ — L. M. Huppeler, 501 Boylston Street, Boston, Mass., if 
| . : you are interested. No obligation will:be implied, either 

: - . x : way. Or, if you prefer, send first for the booklet below. 

: Bees De ase ere BME en Soe = : 

: 1 --- # 

L | : ! This booklet tells why 17 men Why 
1 chose a business career in life insurance - oe Ghose 
' selling. Simply mail coupon to ~~ 
| New EnGuanp Murvat Lire, be J ~ Th, NE W EN( : LAND | Box 333-1A, Boston 17, Mass. 

é ' 

' 

! NOME ccm ieerinetesisueitigsdisnco alison a 
M I y’ I | IAL Life Insurance 1 

j Company of Boston i BORE cc sonsc ini sstass tloborsesteeiinsieds-niudac oon ieee ee er 
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Articles in This Issue * Sidelines 

Legislative Report ------------------------------- 6 

SAFE DRIVING. We were asked to say something about 

THE UNIVERSITY TODAY ______________ Following Safe-Driving (S-D) day on these pages. So we will, even 
: . though it is long since past (Dec. 15), and it probably proved 

pag little—except that it’s the people who don’t pay much atten- 
Complete report of the eight tion to safe driving cautions that cause the most accidents. 

Legislative Council committee x 

on University of Wisconsin Policies 
THE CUP THAT CHEERS. The average quantity of milk 

consumed each day by students living in the UW residence 
Departments halls is one quart. The dorm cafeterias still provide all the 

milk a student can drink—at mealtime. 

Keeping in Touch with Wisconsin ------------------ 4 That’s one way the University is helping to solve the dairy 
acer Ni 6 products surplus. Here’s another. The Regents have approved 
BEERHY, NEWS 2 =~ b= soo nec nnn oan nna the installation of milk vending machines on the campus in 

On Wisconsin in Sports --------------------------- 9 classroom buildings. It’s the first time such contrivances, dis- 
followi 32 of the report pensing azy manner of food or drink, have ever been per- 

(Patterning page i mitted in our hallowed halls. Milk used is to be supplied 
Re News - 7s eee eee eet ee eee sens 10 through the UW department of dairy and food industries and 

nis Chionidl 12 arcangements will be made by the Union. The machines will 
De OD ICIe) Se seem eeeseateaamenencenmenemmnn Ne dispense 10-ounce glasses instead of the usual 8-ounce bottle, 

BVibathe: Classes c_-------nc--nascentdueesssens 14 too, digging into that surplus so much the faster. 
i And on top of all this the University has let another cat 

Badger Bookshelf -------------------------------- 5 out of the bag. Refreshment stands at home football games 
from now on will offer milk drinks along with the customary 
hot dogs, coffee and pop. 

Staff * 

John Berge, *22_____------------------Managing Editor PHARM BOY: Former Gov. Oscar Rennebohm, now a 

; . Regent, won a state dairy festival milking contest recently on 

Geotpe Richard, ’47__......--------------------Hditor the steps of the capitol in Madison. Under a generous Hol- 

; ; . stein, he easily pulled away from his opposition, UW assistant 
| Edward H. Gibson, '23-.-----------------Field Secretary coaches Milt Bruhn and George Lanphear and bank president 

Grace Chatterton, ’25 Alumnae Secretary Thomas Hefty. Rennebohm got 114 pounds of milk in 114 
See erate, lA. eee bye minutes, then returned to his bovine partner after the contest 

Art Lentz, Athletic Publicity Director -_--------Sports Editor with the sage advice: “Never leave a cow half-milked.” 

A eee eee 

‘THE WISCONSIN  ALUMNUS,, published 4 livee times monthly in Ocober end’ November, (test 
extra issues are Football Bulletins.) Entered as second class matter at the post office at Madison, Wis., 

under the act of March 3, 1879. Subscripion price (included in membership dues of the Wisconsin 
Alumni Association) $2.50 a year; subscription to non-members, $5.00 a year. Editorial and business 
offices at 770 Langdon St., Madison 6, Wis. If any subscriber wishes his magazine discontinued at the 
expiration of his subscription, notice to that effect should be sent with the subscription, or at its 
expiration. Otherwise it is understood that a continuance is desired. 
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ee JOHN BERGE, Executive Director 

WISCONSIN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION 

RR. and her satellites are making determined efforts Thousteds of Gradustes 

to outstrip the free world in technical education, accord- 40) : 
ing to figures computed by Dr. Benjamin Fine, Educa- ‘ee 

tion Editor of the New York Times. N20F- UNITED STATES AND SOVIET UNION —__ 

“The free world,” says Dr. Fine, “is in danger of losing [\\ 7 
the important technological race for trained scientists, engi- 100 
neers and technicians. The Soviet Union is making an inten- meee / |x 
sive effort to increase its supply of technically trained 80 
personnel. . . . From all indications, the entire educational Need 

power of the Soviet state is committed to the goal of over- el 
taking and surpassing the United States in the scientific and 
engineering fields.” La ee 

Dr. Fine’s survey shows that the Soviet Union graduated a po [ SOVIET UNION] 
54,000 engineers in 195421, times as many as the United Poe ey 

States. The United States graduated 50,000 engineers in 1950, 20 
but only 20,000 last June. During the same period, the number ed ee 
of Russian-graduated engineers jumped from 28,000 in 1950 ° 
to 54,000 in 1954, 1939 1935 1340 1345 1950 cr 

Russian satellite countries are showing similar increases. Cosas Ne 

The Times estimates that 401,000 students are studying TE ee 
engineering, science and related technical subjects in 266 
institutions of higher learning in Albania, Bulgaria, Czecho- 
slovakia, East Germany, Hungary, Rumania and Poland. Facts like these make this year’s Founders Day Meetings 

Maybe the Soviet schools are not as good as ours. On the highly important to all alumni interested in our University’s 

other hand, some visitors behind the Iron Curtain claim that welfare. 
Soviet technical schools are comparable in quality to those On February 5th, the University of Wisconsin will be 106 

in the United States. Dr. John R. Dunning, Dean of the years old. As we commemorate this anniversary, we should 
School of Engineering at Columbia University, says that the keep in mind what is happening behind the Iron Curtain in 
Soviets awarded as many doctorates last year as were awarded the field of technical education, Every Founders Day Meeting 
in the United States—with one important difference. In should include plans for impl ti i 3 biective 
the United States the doctorates were three to one in favor of the Wi =P ES iP ementing ine pany ay) 
of the humanities; in Russia, three to one in favor of science . Sacre dluinns Association: To PLoinale, by org : et ? ized effort, the best interests of the University of Wisconsin. 
and engineering. oy, 

As far as the American way of life is concerned, our ratio Founders Day Meetings offer a splendid opportunity for 
is more logical. However, in the face of today’s cold war, the alumni to develop plans for helping the University to con- 
Russian ratio is significant. Dean S. C. Hollister of the Col- tinue its outstanding work in teaching, research and public 
lege of Engineering at Cornell expresses this importance in service. It's gratifying to talk about the University’s past tec 
these words: “Many persons fail to realize the impact that otd of achievements. However, it’s more important to use 
science, engineering and technology have had in our national Founders Day for activities that look to the University’s 
life and world affairs. We can even note a desire that scien- future welfare—with a budget adequate to meet its urgent 
tific and technological developments be curtailed. This would needs. It costs money to run a good university, and President 
surely be the road to national suicide. The lack of understand- Fred and his associates must have a larger budget for the 
ing of the role of science, engineering and technology in our coming biennium to maintain Wisconsin’s leadership among 
society is perhaps the gravest element of our present situation.” American universities. 
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MANUFACTURERS OF QUALITY CORRUGATED BOXES FOR MORE THAN 50 YEARS cc til 

SANDUSKY, OHIO: ee a ib ata , 

WISCONSIN ALUMNI ASSOCIATION PAST PRESIDENTS 
Cuantes B. Rocens, ’93, 95 N. Main, Fort Atkinson; Joun S. Lorn, 
‘04, 135 S. La Salle, Chicago 3; Gronce I. Haicur, ’99, 209 S. La 

OFFICERS AND DIRECTORS Salie, Chicago 4; Cuantzs L. Bynon, "08, 38 S, Dearborn, Chicago 3; 
Eart O. Virs, °14, 635 N. 7th, Manitowoc; Harry A. Buiis, ’17, 
Chairman of the Board, General Mills, Inc., 400 2nd Ave. S., Min- 

OFFICERS aeapolis; Howarp I. Porrer, ’16, Marsh & McLennan, 231 S. La 
Salle, Chicago; Howanp T. Greene, ’15, Brook Hill Farm, Genesee 

: i . Depot; Auserr J. Gorpyen, ’07, 350 Bryan St., R. No. 6, Green Bay; 
President: Gonvon Fox, ’08, 109 N. Wabash Ave., Chicago 2, Ill. Ctavtox F. Van Pru, ’18, Fred Rueping Leather Co. Fond du Lac, 
First Vi ident: " aur H. Faux, ’21, Supt, of Schools, 351 W. Wilson, Madison 3; 
Be agers common By Watmen, 26, Walker Forge,: Ines Wiutam D. Hoanp, Jn., 721, W. D. Hoard & Sons Co., Fort Atkin- 

A es ; ete son; JoserH A. Curten, ’09, Johnson Service Co., 507 E. Michigan, 
Second Vice-President: Lawnencx J. Frrzparnick, ’38, J. J. Fitzpatrick Milwaukee; Waxrer A. Frautscut, ’24, Democrat Printing Co., 2211 

Lumber Co., 3230 University Ave., Madison 5. Fordem Aye. Madison 4 STANLEY & ALLE, B Eat National Cash 
qT ; : ; ‘ egister Co., Dayton, Ohio; Joun H. Sanuxs, ’23, Knox Reeves Advt. 
aa Hopeett sj Tecemnceren, 140; 15: Pinckney Sty, Madison's Inc., 600 Ist Natl. Soo Line Bldg., Minneapolis; Tixomas E. BRIrTING- 
ecretary: Mrs. Joun A. ScuinpieR, ’28, 532 22nd Ave., Monroe GAM, ’21, Room 251, Del. Trust Bldg., Siang: Del.; Bye aan S 

Executi: it + " is ie is SCHENBRENNER, ’21, American Bank & Trust Co., Racine; WARREN P. ecutive Director: JouN BERGE, ’22, Memorial Union, Madison Knowxes, ’33, Doar & Knowles, New Richmond; R. T. JoHNSTONE, 
'26, Marsh & McLennan, 1300 Natl. Bank Bldg., Detroit. 

DIRECTORS AT LARGE SENIOR CLASS DIRECTORS 

tana W. Apart, ‘00, Pubic Service Blas, Beloit; Watren Avex. GNSS SF 1585," pura Beasonorom, G40 Edgehill Parkway, Madibon 8; 
ALLEN, '23, 514 Madison, Milton Junction; Don ANDERSON, ’25, Wis. Glass of 1954: Bannana Monrer,/1303\Grant Madison 5, 
St. Journal,’ Madison 3; Dr. Noraan O. Becker, ’40, 104 S. ‘Main, 
Fond du Lac; Martin Brtow, ’24, Robert F. White & Co., 159 N. ALUMNI CLUB DIRECTORS 
Dearborn, Chicago; Mrs. Wanrer S. Craic, ’20, 117 S. “Division, 
Janesville; Joun L. Davis, ’43, Hughes, Anderson & Davis, 1228 Tower Beloit: Donatp L. Dosson, ’39, 542 E. Grand Ave.; Chicago: Wa. 

Ave., Superior; Dean Conran A. ELVERJEM, ’23, Bascom Hall, UW, ALLEN NaTHENSON, ’34, 105 W. Adams; Fond du Lac: KenNeTH Mc- 
Madison 6; Mrs, WauTER L. Harcur, ’07, 1629 Wisconsin Ave., Racine; Leon, '33, 104 S. Main; Janesville: Wiutam G. Larxnop, JR., '47, 
Mrs. Lucy Rocers Hawxins, ’18, 1008 Main, Evanston, Il.; Cxmisro- 213 N. Main; La Crosse: Mrs. Norman W. Scorr, ’38, 250 West 
rer Henpra, °23, Mollix Investment Co., 2304 Huntington Dr., San ‘Ave. S.; Madison: Joun G. Jammeson, ’38, 119 Monona’ Ave.; Mil- 
Marino, Calif; Mas. Ronent D. Jouns, °41, 1514 King, La Crosse; waukee: Harvey E. Lziser, ’37, 110 E. Wisconsin Ave., Suite 1010; 

Da. Mennirr’ L. Jones, "12, 510%; 3d St. Wausau; Dr. Joun A. Minneapolis: Roczn C. Tavion, ’41, N. W. Mutual Life Ins. Co.; 
Keenan, 30, Standard Packaging Corp.,” 551 Fifth Ave., New New York City: Ratra B. Jonnson, '17, Smith, Bamey & Co., 14 
York City; Waxren H. Keyes, ’45, 123 N. 3d, Sturgeon Bay; Luoyp Wall St.; Northern California: AntHony E. O’Brien, 29, 400 Mont- 
Larson, 27, The Milwaukee’ Sentinel, Milwaukee, KaTHertne Mc- gomery, San Francisco; Oshkosh: Grnz ENGLUND, ’42, 320 Oshkosh 
Car, *25, "Tomah; Sam Ociz, ’20, Schusters, Inc., Milwaukee; Natl. Bank Bldg; Racine: LeRoy Jenstap, Jr., °47, 523 Main St; 
Janes D, Pereron, '18, 135 S. La Salle, Chicago; Grorce S. Ros- Sheboygan County: Crarron M. Bonn, '26, Sheboygan Clinic, She- 

Sins, ’40, Chamber of Commerce, Marinette; Mxs. StLas SPENGLER, boygan; Southern California: Exax Brerrxrevtz, '06, 1404 Wilson 
19,'349 ‘Park, Menasha; Guy M. Sunpr, ’22, Camp Randall Stadium, Ave., San Marino 9; Washington, D. C.: Gronce E. Wortmncrox, 
Madison 6; Howanp W. Wess, 39, 942 N. Jackson, Milwaukee. "10, 501 N. Oxford, Arlington 3, Va. 
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A t i any Alumni greement on Milwaukee Many 

M to Fi In Legislature erger Is Hard to Find In Legislat 
ANY Universit i N DISCUSSING the University Poli- "The committee agreed that they YOK. tne pe > ae 

Tacs report* of the Wisconsin Legis- (WSC and Extension) should be con- one responsibility of citizenship— 
lative Council recently, a newspaper solidated and then came to a parting of ing holding of public office? 

commentator remarked that it had ig- the ways,” Clark said, “It is still an : 
nored such pressing problems as the open question on how that should be @ Not enough of them, said former 
situation of higher education in Mil- done.” Governor, now Regent Oscar Renne- 
waukee, Thus it appears that there will be no bohm, in a Founders Day address last 

This criticism itself ignored the fact interim committee recommendation be- Ye! : 
that another Legislative committee—the fore the Legislature if it considers—and @ On the national average only about 
Committee on Higher Education, under jt seems sure that it will—a change in Six per cent, according to a survey of 
the chairmanship of Alfred Ludvigsen— the situation now existing at Milwaukee. college graduates. 

for months had been wrestling with that The committee made no recommenda- Yet there are dozens of Wisconsin 
specific problem, plus others dealing tion, either, on any broader plan of re- alumni, in the state and elsewhere, who 
with consolidation of higher education organization of the higher education sys- are doing a better-than-average job of 
in Wisconsin . . . : : tem in the state, although it had making our democratic government func. 

- « « and that this oes had been considered a plan which would combine tion at the smoothest possible pace. 
unable to come to a meeting of the University and State College Regents on Look at the Wisconsin Legislature, for 
minds regarding @ recommendation on one board. This idea was not discussed example. 
a oe a a at the Legislative Council meeting. Out of 33 State Senate seats now 
Rosin a fhe ee saitive Caan The Council did endorse two pro- occupied in this legislative session which 

i ay Bee the hhigher education _ Posals of the higher education committee. got under way January 12, a total of 

committee reported that the Milwaukee These were the placing of Stout Institute, ten are occupied by former students at uestion had certainly proved a “hot po. | Menomonie, and the Wisconsin Institute the University of Wisconsin. 
ue se cthe words ce Sctaton W. y of Technology, Platteville, under the At that, the number of alumni state 
Clark of Vesper. state college regents. The proposal would senators is down from the even dozen 

have the institutions retaining their pres- seated in the 1953 Legislature. Half of 
* Reprinted in full in this issue of the ent identity but the pute boards that this difference is accounted for by a 

Alumnus. now run them would be abolished. vacancy that arose when Warren P. 
Knowles (former Alumni Association 
president) was elected Lieutenant Gov- 
ernor. 

Bowers New Med Dean There is a small decrease, too, in Wis- 
consin alumni voting in the State 

i j ( After an unusual pre-Christmas tel- | Assembly. While this year there are 24 
ephone poll of the University’s Board of  assemblymen who attended the Univer- 

‘ Regents it was announced on December _ sity, in 1953 there were 26. 
; Bs 2 18 that Dr. John Z. Bowers will become Interestingly, all of the five Dane ; 4 dean of the University of Wisconsin County assemblymen are graduates of 
Des 4 * Medical School on July 1. Dr. Bowers the University—Joseph W. Bloodgood, 

i oa Se. ao is now dean of the University of Utah 48; Ivan A. Nestingen, *49; Carroll : 
fi 4 cs College of Medicine in Salt Lake City. Metzner, '43; Carl W. Thompson, '36, ee eg - and Ervin M. Bruner, 41. Senator Gay- S " oe | Unanimous agreement on Dr. Bowers lord Nelson, 42, (unsuccessful in a race : a was announced by Dr. R. G. Arveson, against incumbent U. S, Congressman a 7 Frederic, who headed the Regent com- Glenn Davis, ’40), also lives in Dane © i mittee on the deanship. Dr. Arveson County (Madison). 

i : y said the telephone poll was substituted Evidently holding the championship 
for a special Regent meeting which had for having most degrees from the Uni- 
to be cancelled when illness and the versity is William N. Belter, *47, of 
weather prevented assembling of a quo- | Wautoma. He has three. 
rum of the board. Evidently the Regents Other state senators who attended 
wanted to settle the matter before the Wisconsin include: 
year’s end. Leo P. O’Brien, ’18, Green Bay; 

{ Dean Bowers will succeed Dr. Wil. Harty F. Franke, ’59, Milwaukee; ~ 
liam S. Middleton, dean of the Wiscon- J- Busby, ’22, Milwaukee; Henry 
sin school since 1935, who has asked to Maier, 40, Milwaukee; William F. 
be relieved of his administrative duties  Trinke, '35, Lake Geneva; Paul J. Rogan, 

: 40, Ladysmith; William W. Clatk, 
Rieonny Zs owers (continued on page 11) 14, Vesper; Arthur L, Padrutt, “44, 
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speciaiuy tor Alumnus reqa@ers ... 

On the following pages the Wisconsin Alumni Association is pleased to 
reprint, in full, the report of the University of Wisconsin Policies Com- 
mittee of the Wisconsin Legislative Council, with a ptefacing statement 

by the president of the Association, Gordon Fox. 

State Senator (now Lt. Gov.) Warren P. Knowles, former Alumni Asso- 

ciation president and chairman of the Policies Committee, presented the 

report to the Legislative Council. He noted that it “is no catch-all answer” 
to the University’s problems. But the committee hoped that the report 

would prompt lawmakers to give the problems further study and “make 
their own decisions,” he said. 

Committee recommendations are included in the first pages of the report. 

In the following five chapters, everyone interested in the University will 

find a readable and complete, though condensed, story of 

hh U j j . . . the University today 
OO 

Chippewa Falls, and Hugh M., Jones, Cc di loyalty to the Constitution and laws of 
14, Wausau. ompen jum the United States.” 
Assemblymen-alumni include Jerome =~ —S—™ i . a i 

F. Quinn, "33, Green Bay; Reino Perala, Completion of the second floor of the A Gimbel Art Competition collection, 

40, Superior; G. Helmer Bakke, °39, Dairy Cattle Instruction and Research Wisconsin Artists’ View of 1952, will 

Menomonie; William A. Loy, '15, Fen- Center (November Alumnus) was ap- be given to’the University: 
nimore; Eugene A. Toepel, La Crosse; proved by the Regents in December. The = ‘ 
Lawrence W. Timmerman, 33, Milwau- 37 000 required will come from “over- A group known as the Committee for 

kee; Isaac N. Coggs, ’48, Milwaukee; — j,cad payments” on federal government Preservation of the Park in December 

Glen E. Pommerening, ’50, Wauwatosa; esearch contracts that have accumulated filed suit to halt | construction of the 

Mark Catlin Jr., °33, Appleton; Warren iin the past. athletic practice building, now going up 

A. Grady, 50, Port Washington; John * on Camp Randall. Meanwhile, work on 

T. Kostuck, 16, Stevens Point; David J. Educational television’s first “‘spec- the project is continuing. 

Blanchard, ’42, Edgerton; J. Riley Stone, tacular,” a performance of Euripides’ . = 
07, Reedsburg; Robert G. Marotz,'50, classic “Medea” (translated by Prof. Helping to ease the critical problem 

Shawano; Harold F. Huibregtse, ’28, Walter Agard of the UW classics depart- of certifying librarians in Wisconsin's 

Sheboygan Falls; Richard E. Peterson, ment), was televised and recorded at 312 public libraries has been a classtoom- 
49, Clintonville; John S. Crawford, 50, WHA TV studios in mid-December. correspondence study course, “Introduc- 
Marshfield, and Arthur J. Crowns Jr., * tion to Library Science,” offered in six 

‘50, Wisconsin Rapids. Time magazine devoted half its art Wisconsin cities by the Extension Divi- 

Two other alumni are in high state section of Dec. 6 to UW artist-in-resi- sion and the Wisconsin Free Library 

offices: Attorney General Vernon W. dence Aaron Bohrod and his Trompe- Commission. 

Thomson, 27, and Mrs. Glenn Wise, Oeil (fool-the-eye) painting. % 
19, secretary of state. And on the national * “Shifting Scenes,” a monthly calen- 

scene, U. §. Senator Alexander Wiley, The Wisconsin chapter of the Amer- dar listing community theater presenta- 
07, and Representatives Davis, Melvin ican Association of University Professors tions in Wisconsin, may be obtained 

R. Laird, ’39, John W. Byrnes, ’36, and has urged that the present ROTC loyalty _regularly by writing the Wisconsin Idea 
Alvin E. O’Konski, 32, remain in Con- affidavit be abandoned, with substitution Theatre, 2026 Stadium Offices, Exten- 

Stess. of ‘“‘a simple, affirmative declaration of — sion Division, Madison 6. 
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i. Wisconsin Alumnus purposes to inform its readers neered a new concept of government and of human relation. 
concerning the activities, the progress and the problems ships. The establishment of a favorable environment for the 
of our university. Pursuant to that objective, this issue development of free enterprise gave birth to an era of techno- 

carries, in full, a masterly report resulting from an analytical logical advance hitherto undreamed. The consequent improve.” 
survey recently completed by the University Policies Commit- ment of living standards has progressed at an ever 
tee of the Legislative Council. accelerating pace. In the past quarter century the gain was 

Perusal of this report will presumably stimulate the reader 100 percent. During this period the proportion of profes. 
to formulate his own view of the values which the university sional and salaried employees in our work force doubled 
represents and the attributes which have established it in his while the proportion of unskilled workers was halved. 
esteem and endeared it to his memory. The average workman today has at his command, in 

Most to be desired, however, is a broader and keener com- mechanical and electrical power, the equivalent of more than prehension of the magnitude and the urgency of the univer- a hundred slaves ready at all times to pertorm the manual 
sity’s problem of maintaining more than a mediocre measure tasks associated with his operation. Drudgery is being trans. 
of adequacy in the face of an explosive expansion of require- ferred to machines while workers who formerly did the 
ments. As the report emphatically points out, this problem is drudgery have graduated to jobs calling for greater compe- 

tence and affording better pay. 
This upgrading of personnel requirement extends all of 

en the way to the top. Higher material standards demand higher 
Cee Oe ae mental standards and higher moral standards. The degree to 
oe Ce eae os which our citizenry measures up to this growing need will 

-—  f£(  f{ Se determine the extent to which we retain world supremacy and 
Se Tee m Ss A consequent world leadership. 
po eI In recent decades science has placed at the disposal of man 
EG oe eee Ta tremendous potentialities for the attainment of abundance, 
po oo leisure, culture and enjoyment. The accelerating pace of 
© Se ao : Pees progress points to the attainment of goals as yet uncharted. 
a way , Technological advance has no visible horizon. Its extension 
Be ee ae — : ae and expansion are imperative if we would continue to create 

ee : ; : new fields of endeavor to provide tasks for the half million 
: oe ee Lee new employables which accrue to the ranks of labor annually. 
ol o If we are to continue a supersonic pace of technological 
Ce 1s ; as progress we must be prepared to complement our scientific 
a : competence with a commensurate measure of adequacy in 
ea oS : : other fields of endeavor. Our problem lies not alone in the 

Trivett” creation of material abundance. Of comparable import is the 
_ FOR WARD ; assimilation of that abundance, in management, in organiza- 
ee ao ae A oe tion, in distribution, in governmental relationships, in human 
5 a. : Ces : relationships. The unrest and the confusion which presently 

So = . confound us bear witness to our lagging status in these areas 
eS a ee ee A ieee tices of endeavor. We are placing matches in the hands of children 

By Gordon Fox, 08 8 and they are proceeding to create conflagrations. 
Oe RU os ae ‘ ae Today, two conflicting ideologies clash in a cold war. We 
pe President eee are spending billions in preparation for a hot war which may 

Wisconsin Alumni Association not be. Yet we hesitate over the expenditure of millions for 
eS as : ‘ higher education, our bulwark in the cold war which already 

es : : engulfs us, Yet we are investing less for higher education 
pennants ee — than we spend for recreation, or for refreshments or for 

tobacco. 
not peculiar to our own university. In some form or degree, it Cansve aotiperceive that lovdr fed) OE Wat pedl tml as ate a confronts nearly all of the pointers of higher toa ‘in sereater danperthan ea bombs, Do we nolromp pee Geet nton 8 8 that an enlightened citizenry is the. size gua non of continued 

ine py sey, democratic survival in a complex civilization? Do we doubt 
But its impact falls most acutely upon a public institution that only inspired leadership can chart a peaceful course in which is dedicated to _the service of the whole citizenry a world beset with acute growing pains? 

without limitation or distinction. The major mission of mankind is to develop, in full meas- 
5 The demand for advanced education is not synthetic, There ure, the diverse latent talents with which each individual has is little likelihood of an oversupply of graduates, The need of been, by his Creator, endowed. Thus can each of use make a competence in the higher echelons of all fields of organized maximum contribution to society. Thus can we fashion @ endeavor is growing by leaps and bounds. fuller future for those who follow. Thus can we render out 

own lives worth the living. Pe = ag normal status of the masses of There is but one way . build a better world, namely by 
mankind through sixty centuries during which the ad- building better men. If we would promote the welfare, or 

vancement of man’s material welfare proceeded at snail's even insure the survival of our state, our nation and our way 
Bae of life, our facilities for education must be given top 

Nine score years ago our Revolutionary forefathers pio- priority. 
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i research, adult education and public service programs, The 
— heavy demand for work in each of these fields, and the bene. 

= fits to the state from these programs, indicate continued 
= growth, i { 
= The Committee is convinced that the needs are great, But 
= the Committee is also aware that the financial resources of the 
= state are not unlimited and feels it must fairly face the ques. 

= tion: “Can the State of Wisconsin afford to meet the needs 
an of the University of Wisconsin and other state-supported 

= institutions of higher learning?” 
= The problem is not peculiar to Wisconsin alone, but is | 
= apparent in every state of the Union. The United States today 
SS occupies a position of unparalleled power in the free world, 
= Its people enjoy the highest standard of living in history, 
= These facts bring to all of us a feeling of pride, but they also 
= bring many responsibilities. If we are to maintain our produc. 
> tive capacity, our high standard of living, and our position of 
= leadership in a free world, we must understand the qualities 
> which brought us to the place we now occupy, and with this _ 
= understanding determine our course for the future. 
ee Undoubtedly no single factor is responsible for the eco- 

nomic strength of the United States. Rather this is the result — 

of a variety of conditions and courses of action. Magnificent | 
natural resources within the borders of a united nation, free. 

* dom from the wars in Europe during much of the formative 
ecommendations period of our nation, and an industrious and intelligent pop- 

ulation have all been important factors. 
= But probably the most important reason for our strength is 
= this: the United States has made good use of its human 
= resources. This has been no happenstance. It rests on two 
= significant factors: 

= 1. The basic law of our nation guarantees to all cit- 
= izens equal opportunities and provides that they 
= may earn rewards in proportion to their achieve- 
— ments, and 

2. The principle of public education for all—firmly 
To STATE of Wisconsin and the University of Wis- established at many places in the thirteen colonies 

consin have grown together for more than 100 years. even before our nation was born—has been adhered 
The State has been proud of its University and has nur- to and expanded as our nation has grown. 

tured and supported it over the years. As a result, the Uni- 
versity has been of great value to the State in providing edu- The result of these two policies has been a fuller utiliza- 
cation, research and public service. tion of manpower in America than in most other areas of the 

Wisconsin’s State University ranks among the great univer- world. 
sities of the world. Fortunately for this great agricultural and As the United States and Wisconsin look to the future, they 
industrial state we have one university on one campus, includ- must be on guard to see that all of the people have equal 
ing work in agriculture, the liberal arts, engineering, educa- opportunities and incentives to use all their talents, and that 
tion, pharmacy, law and medicine on both widergetute and they have full opportunity for training to develop their 
graduate levels—all operated on the Wisconsin idea of cross talents. 
fertilization among various kinds of training and research. Wisconsin’s future lies in the hands of her people. : 

The University has had a brilliant past, and the Committee The State of Wisconsin cannot afford to cheapen the quality 
liked most of what it observed as to the present except the of the education which she offers to her sons and daughters. 
condition of some of the buildings and shortage of acceptable This would certainly be false economy. Rather, Wisconsin 
student housing. must meet the competition of other states, and the United 

But what of the future? States must meet the competition of foreign nations, by stress 
The Committee has been. impressed. with the magnitude. of ing strongly the two basic principles. which . have made 

the task facing the State over the next two decades in the America great. 
field of higher education. Student numbers in the institutions The University of Wisconsin, the most important single 
of higher education in the State will be at least 75 per cent segment of the state’s system of higher education, must be 
higher in 1970 than they are today. expected to operate economically and efficiently. It appets Unless there is a great change in the pattern of public to the Committee that the University has met and is meeting 
higher education in the State, the University of Wisconsin that requirement, Evaluation of the efficiency of a University 
will be expected to care for growing needs in professional requires comparison with a different set of standards from 
and graduate education, as well as to share the load of liberal those used in judging a commercial or industrial organization 
arts and teacher-training education. Moreover, during the past in business to make a profit. The materials of education af 
decade the University has experienced a large growth in its human materials and the demands for quality education exist 

4
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each year as the student population flows past the eighteen- tion is far less for the parent and student if the student can 
year milestone. It is fairer to judge the efficiency and worthiness live at home. 
of a university as industry evaluates its own research activities Milwaukee is a special case and an expanded undergraduate 
rather than as it judges its annual profit and loss account. college program to serve this area should be the primary objec- 

Continued adequate support of the University of Wisconsin tive. The Legislature should study the report of the Committee 
and other institutions of higher learning is an investment on Higher Education relating to Milwaukee. 
which the state cannot afford to neglect. 

Should the University, as an educational institu- 
URING ITS STUDY, the Committee considered a num- Cc tion, impose restrictions upon the student body in 

Di: of broad policy questions currently facing the ° matters of freedom of press or assembly beyond 
University. soe we “urgent;” others are continuing problems those imposed by the laws of the state and nation? 
which have faced the University and the state since their In general, the University should continue its present poli founding and which probably will continue through the years of alesae no restrictions a freedom of sa or oo : ahead. beyond those established by State or Federal laws. We are 

‘ trying to develop self-directing mature citizens capable of THE STUDENT AND INSTRUCTION cali their eas evaluation a truth and Gietind & more 
What role should the University of Wisconsin logmatic policy might shield the individual student so much a play in furnishing educational bp ne tunities for that he ter = deprived of this essential educational expe- 

* the greatly expanding population of college age tience. We believe in freedom of discussion and that con- 
youth? tinued emphasis on the pices and benefits of our govern- 

ment and our system of free enterprise will make the youth 
It is estimated that in 1970 Wisconsin will have at least of Wisconsin better citizens, 

65-70 per os a Students desiring a college education To what extent should public funds be used to 
than is true today. This increase is predicted from a projec- d make educational opportunities at the university tion of the birthrate and present clementary school attend- ° oS) a : hesever i 1 : : level available to all young people who may 
ee ol secins Amos. ‘certain that in the future a desive and profit from a university education? _ higher percentage of Wisconsin’s youth will complete high 
school, and further, that a higher percentage of high school Certainly public funds should be used to provide higher 
graduates will desire a college education. education at the university level so that educational opportuni- 

The University must continue its predominant role in the ties are available to this and future generations. The Legisla- 
_ field of higher education. ture must continue to give sympathetic consideration to the 

In the undergraduate field the University must be prepared needs of the University. Unfortunately, there appears to be no 
to take care of a substantial proportion of the students desir- definite formula to measure future conditions; rather, chang- 

ing and entitled to a college education. ing conditions demand a flexible outlook. 
In addition, the University must continue to provide the However, this Committee feels that the students them- 

| major part of the State’s program in professional and grad- selves are now paying as much in fees, proportionate to the 
_ wate education in the next 20 years. To a large extent, this State’s contribution, as they should be expected to pay. Fees 
| will be a Madison campus development, although it will be at Wisconsin are now as high as those of any other state 
| assisted to a limited degree by expansion of graduate work at university in this region, and much higher than many. Higher 
| state and private colleges. fees have a deterrent effect on the equal opportunity for higher 

The growth in graduate study will be considerable. Under- education. 
graduate enrollments on the Madison campus, at Milwaukee One means of aiding needy students who already find fees 
and other extension centers, in state and private colleges, plus too high is by expanding the scholarships supported by public 
an increased desire by future college graduates for graduate funds. The Committee believes this course would be wise. At 
study, will create a demand in this area greater than either the same time, greater publicity of the scholarship needs of 

_ Projections of the birthrate or undergraduate enrollment now worthy students should be given to urge Wisconsin citizens 
| demonstrate. The increasing complexity of many fields of en- with financial means to help students directly or by gifts and 
j deavor has created the need for young men and women with bequests to the University for that purpose. 

_ More knowledge than can be secured in a four-year period. 
| The campus at Madison will have to bear the brunt of this ESTIMATED PER CENT OF INCREASE 
| lnctease in graduate study. COLLEGE AGE POPULATION 
| In general, graduate training is more costly than is under- 1953 - 1970 

. graduate training in many fields. On the other hand, most ig : £9 awe 
eae students at the University of Wisconsin render valu- Prot ue | wae 

Service in teaching and research at low salaries. we oo je - 

b Should the offerings in ce of yee Py ee io ey ce | Spree 
extension centers be expanded, contracted, or ee Neat eaters, 
kept at the present level? ae = = a Por Bee 

_ _ In areas of the state which are not served by state and wee ties tal Bey 
Private colleges, the extension center program should be ex- HB 20 210 oven Ben myn nt) 
Panded to the extent that definite needs are demonstrated. TERE v+-00 a 
While teaching costs at the eight extension centers outside ee Ga 

Milwaukee are slightly higher than the cost of comparable RAH ee-s0 
teaching at Madison, the cost of securing a university educa- SE o-e 

-



How “complete should the University's course although strong applied ‘esearch programs exist in agricul. 
e offerings be? Should it offer training in such fields ture and medicine. And since basic research is a necessary Pte. 

° as veterinary medicine, dentistry, forestry, aero- requisite to the billion dollar applied research programs of | 
nautical engineering, or architecture? American industry and professions, we must urge the Uni. : 5 : versity of Wisconsin to do more, and to do it ahead of Quality, rather than quantity, should be the main goal of theit needs. 

the University. It is more important to do the things now eee i ‘ | being done well than to invite additional expense by going Should the University continue to be considered extensively into new fields. The possibility for interstate co- h the research arm of the State? Or should the funds operation should be thoroughly explored before ee *° — be distributed more widely to other State agencies: other professional fields is undertaken at the University. The While some limited research by other state agencies is beiny 
University of Wisconsin already has a number of successful snc ic University should Cane to tbe ara dered we | working arrangements with institutions of other states; for L re : : bas : ; egislature as the chief research arm of the State. Of course, example, in the area of Scandinavian studies, Wisconsin con- there should be full co-operation between the University and centrates on the Norwegian, Minnesota the Swedish aspects. all other state agencies. It would be folly for more than one 

Should the University depend less heavily on agency to “thresh the same straw.” 
; f &raduate students in assisting with freshman and The University’s own plan of interdepartmental co-opera- e sophomore students? Are the scholastic standards tion in term research on the campus is commendable, and of the University proper? makes for the best use of the funds which the State has 

These are questions which in detail must be answered by available for research. 
the University administration itself. 

Graduate teaching assistants who are preparing for a life- ADULT EDUCATION time of college and university work secure their practical ; ; ( teaching experience at the University. This practice is valu- Does the State of Wisconsin profit by the expen- able to them—and to the University in that wider use of more ° ditures of public tax funds for the purposes of mature teachers would be more expensive. In making its deci- J adult education? To what extent should programs sions the University must weigh all the pertinent factors, of adult education be expected to be self-sup- including the effectiveness of this kind of instruction, its value porting? 
in the graduate program and the cost of an alternate program. Public funds are properly expended for adult education The ee a8 a. putting greater emphasis on providing ptograms, both formal and informal, provided that the serv- ee these graduate assistants to improve their teaching ices offered are studied carefully each year as to whether Tt q Td atthe Sibiblest q . or not they are still meeting the needs and demands of the __. Would appear that the scholastic standards of the Univer- citizens. If course offerings become self-perpetuating there is a0 es Tal eave nee and they certainly should danger that the administration will ‘fall in love” with its own aah, F th axed. The emphasis should continue to be on quality program. There might be consideration given to holding mote fy of these specialized institutes and courses every two or three 

years rather than annually. 
RESEARCH Presently, the University’s adult education services are Is the State now adequately Supporting a research mainly administered through the Agricultural Cooperative £: program at the University? Should it be expanded Extension Service and the General University Extension Serv- or contracted? ice, although certain schools and colleges offer separate, far 

The University’s research program has expanded rapidly es es Programs, The Agricultural Hatenee ae over the last decade and continuation of a strong program of Porte almost entirely by public monies; Pacha yas fesearch is recommended. er adult education services are supported, in part or in 
Well over one-half of the total cost of the research program a by fees from the individuals served. : at the University comes from funds other than state tax monies, While some programs are 100 per cent self-supporting, including relatively large amounts from various federal agen- with the cost being paid by industries or organizations from Ges, as well as gifts and grants from individuals and indus- which the enrollees come, not all activities can be made totally trial concerns. The use of such gift, grant and contract funds self-supp orting. Restriction of programs to those which can be should be encouraged, but if they are not enough to main- self-supporting would largely result in limiting adult ete tain an adequate program, more public funds should be ex. tion to those with the least need. : pended. Our present economic position ‘as a state and our sur- Yet a certain amount of self-support has an advantage in vival as a nation may depend upon scholarly research. addition to its beneficial effect on the state treasury, for there 
In accepting federal funds, the University has displayed is evidence that participants have a greater interest in pfo- considerable caution for these reasons: its lack of desire to grams in which they have a direct financial investment. engage in the more applied forms of research desired by . defense and other government agencies; its unwillingness to Should the University conduct adult education accept more contract research than could be well administered J: programs in the cultural arts field? by the regular University faculty, and its hesitancy to start large research projects with federal monies which might be At present the cultural arts program in University exten- 

suddenly terminated. These factors should continue to be sion work comprises but a very small proportion of the offet- given consideration. ‘ ings in applied, professional and technical fields. The University’s chief function in research has been to Even though such cultural arts programs may not directly carry out fundamental or basic rather than applied research, contribute to the economic welfare of the state, these activi 
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ties are valuable to the social welfare of the people. Where low a level as is consistent with maintaining a first-class staff. sufficient demand comes from the citizens, the University Staff members may not use University facilities or graduate 
appears as the agency most properly qualified to take on the student assistance in carrying on these outside activities. responsibility of providing these cultural arts programs, : i Se s : ; Should a serious attempt be made to improve the Should University of Wisconsin funds continue 0. competitive position of the University of Wis- 

to be used for preparation of WHA programs consin in regard to faculty salaries? . which are distributed over the State Radio Coun- eases : ao cil-administered FM network? Yes. The University must be in a strong position to keep 
the most able teachers and scholars. A University cannot be 

Since the Legislature has set up the State Radio Council great without such pace-setters. 
and is financing its expenditures, the use of Legislature-appro- In this respect, retirement benefits, insurance and leaves of 
priated funds by the University for programming is justified. absence may be more effective than the equivalent funds for 
The University can supply the substance of such programs salary increases. Presently these provisions at the University 
more economically to the state than could an outside program are generally less attractive than those at public educational 
or talent a This entire matter should continue to institutions in neighboring states. 
be subject to biennial review by the Legislature’s Joint Com- ise ca Finance. fA ccc PHYSICAL PLANT 

Are the public funds in the support of such serv- Is the University justified in asking the State for 
ices as the University Hospitals, the State Labora- p- replacement of old, outmoded buildings which 

L tory of Hygiene, the State Soils Laboratory, the are not satisfactory but which are being used? 
State Geologist and the Electric Standards Labora- Too many campus buildings are so outmoded that they do 
tory sound expenditures for the State? not mect Industrial Commission standards. Requests for re- 

Although some of these activities may not be directly related pet bas ae a apo wth a neisive plan OF 
to the educational program of the University, they do provide fe . 4 BUVEESILY, peg ommnissing, 9 ain pontiie 
a general benefit to all citizens and experience has shown that mace epee — i se athe | oe hae a ee 
the University is qualified and equipped to administer them. MP OCT ITE TIHESS GG PADUS DY 7 CEASE 2 RECRSIEY eae: 

Some of these public services are largely, if not entirely, Should the acknowledged beauty of the University 
self-supporting by the fees charged for the services performed, campus be kept intact by maintenance of free, 
This practice should be continued, esp where specific q. grassy and wooded space, even though it makes 
services are rendered to an industry or individual. necessary the purchase of additional land near the 

center of the campus? 
BUDGETING AND FINANCE Yes, Of course, part of the need for additional space can 

Is the University budget so organized and admin- be met by constructing larger buildings on the sites of old 
m istered that the Legislature and the people of the and obsolete buildings. Further expansion of classroom build- 

* State can determine the cost of the various pro- ings westward seems impracticable without a great deal of 
grams and services of the University? oe of student and staff time in traveling from building 

0 Duilding. 

Since the budget presents the total financial picture of Uni- If ject cases arise in which the University feels it neces- 
versity operations, it is imperative that the Legislature under- sary to purchase additional land for expansion of the campus, 
stand the financial needs of the University as well as the such items should be presented to the Legislature. 
administrative and accounting procedures. Budget requests : ; ; 
should continue to be supported by data showing the nature r Should public tax monies be used to help build 
and necessity for outlays. ¢ additional dormitories for the housing of Univer- 

The State’s financial framework provides for pre-audit and sity students? 
_ Post-audit procedures. In addition, the University maintains a Since student housing in Madison is very critical and private 

system of internal budget controls, With these, the financial housing facilities are limited, it appears necessary for the 
| administration of the institution appears to be subject to checks State to invest in additional housing for both undergraduate 

adequate enough to insure honest, accurate and efficient man- and (married) graduate students. This would be an ac- 
| agement. tual investment, for in the long run these projects are self- : 

5 sis ena supporting. 

| What is the pr oper Pi osiION. f as the ti eg 3 is tried to remember, too, that dormitories provide 
i nh. take i regulating outside activities, sch al con- an educational experience which is very valuable, as well as 

sulting or writing, on the part of the faculty food and todai : Bors? ood and lodging. ; : 
nae The ultimate goal in student homie should be that dis- 

While this policy should be established and administered cussed in this report: at least one third of the student body 

by the University, two extremes should be avoided. Too much in University housing. A goal higher than one-third may be 
freedom in supplementing income may transform faculty necessary in view of coming enrollment increases unless pri- 
members into outside consultants with university prestige. On vate housing can in some way take care of the other two- 

___ the other hand, not enough freedom may force good teacher- thirds, : oe 
Consultants into outside work exclusively. It is true, also, that Additions to the present University housing facilities should 

from each experience as a consultant the faculty member be made as rapidly as possible. Wisconsin at present is far 
brings back to the University an enlarged concept of his field. behind most other Big Ten schools in its student housing 
Presently the University considers this problem in relation program. The University should not turn away acceptable 

to individual cases and feels it has held such activities to as students because of lack of adequate housing. 

ve
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These projected enrollments in Wisconsin colleges, were in 1953; and beyond this, a greater percentage compiled from 1953 figures, indicate a growing prob- of high school graduates probably will want to attend 
lem: that of providing higher education opportunities college. Note that undergraduate enrollment figures 
of increasing numbers of the State’s young people of are given. At Madison, graduate, law and medicine 
college age. And even these projections do not tell enrollments totaled an additional 1,900 in 1939; the entire story. Indications are that the figures, as 3,335 in 1950, and are projected to total 4,064 m estimates, are far too low. In the future there will be 1965 and 4,934 in 1970. There is also likely to be proportionately more high school graduates than there — more demand for graduate study in the years to come. 
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= On the other hand, you can trim away some of the ivy 
=> i and reveal the University in relatively simple, clear terms. 
= This is how the Committee tried to operate. 
= What essentially, does the University of Wisconsin do? 
= At the outset, as provided in the Wisconsin Statutes, “the 
= object of the University of Wisconsin shall be to provide the 
> means of acquiring a thorough knowledge of the various 
= branches of learning connected with literary, scientific, indus- 
> trial, and professional pursuits.’’ So teaching—from freshmen 
> to doctors—is a basic function of the University. 
> Yet, the University of Wisconsin is more than just a big 
= college. To its basic job of teaching the Legislature added the 
= duty “to encourage scientific investigation and productive 
—— scholarship.” So the University has become the State's 
= Research Center. 

| And the University is more, too, than a teaching and 
research center at Madison. Through a wide range of public 
services, the resources of the University are extended through- 
out the state. As much as any other single characteristic, this 

Y “Wisconsin Idea’’ of state-wide service has distinguished the 
University of Wisconsin for many years. 

ntroduction Teaching, searching, and ee the three main jobs of 
es the University are carried on in each school and college. They 
aS are closely integrated. Each one leans on the other for max- 
= imum effectiveness. 

= HY IS THE University organized? The University pro- 
= vides on its Madison campus three basic colleges— 
SS Letters and Science, Agriculture, and Engineering; five inde- 
= pendent professional schools—Medicine, Law, Education, 

S Commerce, and Pharmacy; the Graduate School ‘which includes 
staff from all of the colleges and schools; and the Extension 

NE OF THE well known things at the University of Division which serves as the extension arm for all of the 
O Wisconsin is its “short course’ for practical operating University except agriculture. The Extension Division and its 

farmers, sister Cooperative Agricultural Extension Service have their 

In a period of a few months these short course students outposts in every county in Wisconsin. : 
leatn a good deal about quite a bit of agriculture. They don’t / Government of the University, as provided by the Statutes, 
leatn as much, perhaps, as if they had spent four years on the is vested in the Board of Regents, and the Regents have 

campus, but they consider themselves considerably the wiser delegated large responsibilities to the faculty, the deans, and 
for having come at all. the president. Recommendations on curricular matters, for 

That’s much the way the Legislative Committee on Uni- example, originate in academic departments, are carried 
versity Policies feels after a series of public sessions between through schools and colleges to a faculty curriculum commit- 
March and November, 1954. It doesn’t feel it knows every- tee, thence to the faculty itself, and finally are submitted by 
thing about the University of Wisconsin—but it knows much the president to the Regents for final action. 
more than when it started. The organization of the University, in short, appears 
We listened to and questioned closely dozens of Univer- designed to support its functions. So the Committee decided 

sity representatives on nearly every pus of operation. We the best way to analyze the University is to examine in detail 
spent some time on the campus itself. Not nearly enough to its core functions. The chapters of this report coincide with 

get an extremely detailed picture of facilities and functions, the sequence followed in Committee investigations: 
it was evident, but nevertheless our tour was most instructive. © The Students and Their Instruction; 

It was one that the Committee wishes could be taken by every @ Research and Scholarly Effort; 

citizen of the state, @ Adult Education and Public Service; 
_ In the course of its study, the Committee became increas- @ Finances: 
ingly interested in the University, not only as it exists today, @ Building Program. 
but as it may fit into the total educational picture which greatly 
gtowing numbers of Wisconsin’s college-age youth are paint- This approach gets at the heart of what President E. B. 

ing for us as legislators, educators, parents, and taxpayers. The Fred told us are “the basic needs of the great State University: 
problems presented are urgent and this committee is encour- First, qualified and deserving students, drawn from all seg- 
aged by the fact that other committees have been directed by iments OC ONE society; 

the Legislature to consider the over-all pattern. Second, distinguished and devoted teachers, dedicated to 
teaching, research, and service; 

T= COMMITTEE found that you can look at the state's Third, adequate facilities and equipment; and _ 
largest single educational enterprise in two ways. You can Fourth, an intelligent, resourceful, and provident people 

make it a large, complicated institution which defies ready who fashion, nourish, and sustain it, convinced of its value 
description. And from one point of view this is certainly true. and confident of its purpose.” a8 
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= on probation and has been warned of possible rough times 
= ahead. This is more consideration than he’d get as a non. 
= resident—an out-of-stater must have been in the upper half 

= of his class to enroll at all. 

= Should he happen to be a transfer student from another 
= institution, he'd have needed at least a “C” average to enter 
= the University. In the latter instance, chances are that all or 
= most of his previous academic work would be honored at 
= Madison. 

oS His Academic Life 

CHAPTER ONE Our average student may be in any one, or several, of 

three basic colleges, 86 departments or five professional 
= schools. Percentagewise he’s apt to be in the College of Letters 
= and Science, whose undergraduate enrollment in 1953-54 was 
= 5,527. (That year there were 1,194 undergraduates in the 

laos College of Agriculture, which includes 589 in the School of 
= Home Economics, and 1,489 in the College of Engineering.) 
= Many of his courses are in his chosen field, whether it’s 
= journalism or genetics, and mostly he sees a lot of other 
== students with similar interests. But many fields do overlap to 
= a large degree in their requirements, and he’s quite possibly 
= sitting next to students who major in pre-medicine and 

philosophy—a mingling that broadens the background of them 
all. There is a greater similarity in requirements in the first 
two years in any major field than in later years, when courses 

K d d become more specialized. (The trend is toward broader, less 
specialized courses; interest in the social sciences is increasing, 

€ stu ent an ohile enrollment in the humanities is decreasing and in the 
= his instruction physical and biological sciences appears constant.) 

= He Learns to Earn 

= No matter in which field he finds himself, our average 
= student has two main purposes, in the words of President 
= E. B. Fred: “To learn how to earn a living, and to leam 
= how to live a better life.” 
= Classically, and practically, our student gets his basic instruc- 
s= tion in classroom work. 
= This classroom work in a given course may take any one 
= of seven forms. It may be three-a-week lectures by a series 
> of prominent faculty members in the Contemporary Trends 
rae course; in Economics 1a it might be three lectures a week by 

7 ee an a leading professor in that field and, in addition, one quiz 
W se Unteai . ee average student” at section—<which involves both quizzing, or testing, and ioe 

‘This oumivitice: of one SA enmiile 1 hoa: sion; in Engineering 72 it would mean spending three hours 

sand students like so many eggs and come up with a portion 
of omelet containing one individual who is: 

@ Three-fourths resident of Wisconsin, one-fourth non- A eS el Back pe 
; resident, with minute traces of origin from 50-odd a 

foreign countries and all but two states; U, ° . Si _ 
e ae man, one-third woman, and one-fifth mar- g niversity tu ents 

tied; an 
@ One-fifth veteran, studying under the “GI Bill.” Occupations of Wisconsin Fathers of Students 

Choose at random any man on Bascom Hill, however, and a” Bodie Lae hen 
chances are he is Badger-born and one of the 43,000 Wiscon- Type Occupation in Occupation in Occupation 
sin youths who are attending college within the state’s borders. Professional and semi-professional _ 19% 6% 
(Almost 11,000 go outside the state to study, and the state Managerial and -offidal: eo) 3%, os 
in return teaches some 8,500 non-residents.) His family’s as Moet eet S 
income is about $5,000, although it could be much higher Rueth wade ae 5% and may be under $3,000. Agricultural 138% 22% 

He's a high school graduate, probably in the upper two- Skilled—unskilled labor __________ 21% 46% 
thirds of his graduating class, If he’s in the lower third, he’s 
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a week in a laboratory learning how to operate various testing 
machines. In Chemistry 1a it would involve all three— 
lectures by the professor in charge, a quiz section, and labora- ]: L cf é; vs 
tory work. te o naeavor 

In courses like foreign angoaaes and mathematics, individ- ‘Abuarial: Sigs Geol 
ual dass sections of perhaps 10-30 students ordinarily meet URES DONE Oley: 
several times a week (usually one hour for each credit foun comna Hispanic Studies allowed). Then there are seminars, courses largely in the Agricultural Engineering History 
Graduate School, where a very few students pursue advanced Agricultural Journalism History of Science 
work under a closely supervising professor. And finally there Agronomy Home Economics 
is some individual instruction, such as that in the Medical ‘Aainal Fisk di Horticulinte si 7 : indry Journalism School involving only teacher, student, and patient. Anthropology Library Science All University classes are not large. Nearly two-thirds of Applied Mathematics Mathematics 
student hours are spent in classes with less than 39 present. on ee eee (pee oblology 
Only about 18 per cent are in classes larger than 100, and Art History Mii these are generally survey courses of the lecture and quiz Astronomy Oncology 
variety. In 1953-54 there were 14.4 students to each teaching Bacteriology Pathology 
faculty member. Back in 1946-47 that ratio had soared up to Big hemsty. Phemmacology and 
18.9 to one, and the University feels the present ratio is Chemistry Pharmacy gis 
workable and probably as good as can be expected. Child Development Philosophy 

The prevalence of greater individual instruction at higher Classics Physical Education 
grades makes it evident why graduate and professional instruc- Commer ene Fyne! Medicine 

| tion is more expensive than undergraduate instruction. Cominaratve Philology Physiological Chemistry 

Dar Huta Plant atholo Who Does the Teaching? Daity and Food Industries Political Science 
| Odds are great that our student’s teacher in laboratory or Hoagie ree ne 

quiz sections is one of some 550 graduate teaching assistants. Engineering—Chemical Regional Planning 
_ There has been much argument about the wide use of these Engineering—Civil _ Rural Sociology 
| budding scholars and teachers who themselves are students Haginesriag. “Electrical i Sanity Chemisty 

working toward advanced degrees. Certainly they are cheaper Fasinecring Mechanics Slavic HUanguasee = 
_ than full professors from the state’s standpoint. Yet, the Engineering—Mining _ Social Work 

_ University doesn’t rest its case on cost. It feels, it says, a duty Engineering—Metallurgical Sociology 
| to train college teachers, and considers this method a good Boelsh soles dnd Postinuese 

_ one. The graduate assistants get close supervision from senior Frénch er, Spach p 
| departmental professors and also enjoy a relatively close asso- Italian Veterinary Science 

cation with their students. The University reports that it is Genetics Wildlife Management 
now developing an intensive program of in-service teacher Geography Zoology 

| training for these assistants. There’s no arguing the fact, of The University of Wisconsin offers a broad range of oppor- is thatexerine al he ds teh aoe lap arg nan re yn : te ; nol . 
eg ores, sant done Dakin ane Se ae of these also have Programs which lead to the 

an loctor of philosophy degree. Joint programs are often given the rank of assistant professor, associate professor, or full by two departments in combination, if the fields of study are 
professor. There were also 266 instructors—occupying a step related to one another. In addition to the programs formally 
between graduate assistant and assistant professor. The term established, the Sroouete School & Semlnleter special pro- 
“assistant,” by the way, doesn’t mean the professor is srgms leading to:Both master's, and: destars degrees: 

| another's assistant—his responsibilities and duties, in fact, are 

ales a Sect ree «dalthough :heiis Madison, the Center instruction is of University caliber, 
i ae although educational offerings are not so varied as those avail- 
i able on a large campus, particularly in extra-curricular activi- 
| Home Town Campuses ties. Extension Center students transferring to Madison do 

i : well during their campus residence. 
} a ee ee iol a ane pe fens a The tect cost of Ensen Center instruction is higher 

versity 4 : : . han that at Madison, largely because of smaller classes and Yetsity undergraduate, too. At eight Extension Centers in : I indi Bey 1 i the sai 
Cities where other adequate college opportunities are not close faculty Haye » But in oe Coats ey a Cae f coe 
at hand, and at Milwaukee, the University offers freshman has no investment in bui dings Bee oun Abe: oh Sue 
and sophomore instruction, through the opportunity it provides to a mae iving at 
ar tbetience indicates that a completely isolated center should ae ane SEpESca is 4 | Subs gUET SevIna SS, 

ve at least 20 ie jomical operation. : Bee ts « Thus, NU ibcais's space a ae Seuanh areas Pe oper- (Milwaukee Extension is a separate case because there are 
| ations within which two or more centers are served by a single other college opportunities available in the city; Sais af staff; Racine-Kenosha (400 students), Green Bay—Marinette- does provide two years of University of Wisconsin work in 
Sheboygan (250 students), and Wausau—Menasha (200 stu- the large metropolitan area and serves as a focal point for an 
dents) extensive program of adult education.) 
Extending as it does from the instructional program at (this section continued on following page) 
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— ne acne @ 180 3 JS valuable among extracurricular experiences is the personality 

® ee 00 | 146 fia and social development encouraged by group living in dormi- 

183 2 a = cd oo / tories, or residence halls, or in fraternity and sorority hi 

“3 BUFFALO TREMPE- f | y 7 pies sae ® ® [ele @ D faba (6y Here the student has to learn how to get along with others. 
:, ® a ae 369 | 461 |1080_1 AF { At present about 2,540 students (20 per cent) are housed “e 

261 is ce fas a mS) University dormitories, some 1,515 live in fraternities and 

we (24) @ @ im aD gq f sororities, and 1,297 more women live in ‘‘approved”’ private 

(34) @ 46 oe TER [2 aay es halls or residences, Surveys show that private housing near 

799 ¢ @ Qs) GS 93+ (G60) | the campus is disappearing, and present high building and 
/ eta ee Lo 1,059, } maintenance costs do not invite capital to invest in new private 

283 ay PED S z 1 housing. The University would like to have at least one-third 
ax Ga 72 8 ss7 (92) #2 of its students housed in residence halls. To reach this goal, 
1S TS aera eh space for 2,500 more students must be furnished in the next 

{ ® @® ee Ro 10 years, at a cost of $10 million, 

a eo ee ee Maki — ® Gs [eespuass aking Ends Meet 

602 | 1,263 | 784 |Gos)<}902 No matter where he lives. i Ne ) mat ves, Our average student likely has a 
: 2 cee part-time job to help make bot ive hi 
paves eens alumni living in various Wisconsin counties are further ole in coon ad oe matte oy ae S 

pl ircled figures are numbers of students on the University cam- deav i i sh ae ae coc Beh 

pus from these counties. Note steady relationship in most counties. Caaf ee ee which maintains an employment 
: au for the benefit of the 57 f as per cent of the men and 28 

ra the Classroom per cent of the women who work part time while in school. 

esides going to classes, our average student engages in In 1952-53, 1,083 men reported they were 100 per cent self- 
saree phase of his total educational experience—extra- supporting. 
curricular activity, To such individuals, particularh imi i : . ; y, even limited scholarshi 

_ Ideally, this non-classroom work provides wholesome recrea- aid—such as that covering tuition and fees—can be mos 
cultural stimulation, training in democratic principles and important. Sometimes one such $180 scholarship means the 

niques, and development of acdesive to contiibaite:to:com: difference between a higher education and none for some 

ety mone Such activities, too, further help to break pean young person. In 1953-54 the University admin- 

a large community into more comprehensible segment istered 1,310 scholarships in varyi pes se 6 gments es ak ip: atying amounts—and had to 
! i icants 

Extra-class experienc: i T ‘ 
in athletics es oe oe ae cha vio tiene Ee eed cipeie oan B eo 2 fe ae 2 (wl y é ' intramural ses from his own work, $58 from 

ee a intercollegiate sports), music, academic depart- loans, $105 from scholarships and other sources, and $345 

men , forensics, dramatics, publications, religious organ- from his family. 
izations, political and social action groups, or in group living 
oop as eo ets have faculty advisers and must be Meeting Problems 

nized by the University—although thi iti ; 
not mean, or imply, peel of a bts se, does If —_ problems aren't the only ones some students face. 

etal oe ees erie: pee ating. de ‘abit, for Sntance “or Qeoupacdhl pckioos oud) 

existence of many types of political or teligious a ‘ oe its, for instance—or occupational problems, or if he needs 

tepresenting many shades of opinion. Abbopetics 2 rie social and emotional adjustment, the student may use 

183 organized activity units—exclusive of 18 Memorial Union He ae of the University’s Student Counseling Center. 

student committees and numerous subcommittees devoted to ao Ss in many other areas of endeavor within the Univer- 

such varied programs as photography, sailing, and lectures bi y, the initiative is largely up to him, although he may ge 
Vip pes eabae to Gusay eb is > res by some sie suggestions from his faculty adviser. Also stand- 

; The ea Union—the most used extracurricular cen ae ‘yas none = ate ota enles of a 
‘et—was built by alumni and student subscri is Sey cutee 1 scribed f hak ay Cesigh opetion “of “ and is If he has a health problem he goes to the Student Health 

facilities and membership fees. ease ae ee a Nee ot 000 2 eee he oe ae ical consultation, admits him to the Infirmary if his condition 

iving ith Others so Se and covers ordinary infirmary charges. 

_ Chances are about two in five that our average student ipli OF ae he ee Oe ee ee ie Ge ia eid: bette Gk wean bh ciplinaty problem, the first stop is the Office of the Dean of 
ind. Yet not the least Men or W. i i i S omen. And if the matter is very serious, his problem
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goes to a faculty committee. Much the same procedure is fol- States Chamber of Commerce report which emphasized the Jowed where academic deficiencies are concerned, “direct relationship between education level and. . . buying In line with the state’s tradition, the University allows no power in our total American economy.” 
discrimination in race, religion or color within its jurisdiction. About one-fifth of all alumni are members of the Wiscon- 

sin Alumni Association, whose avowed aim is to interpret the 
More Education .. . ? University to alumni and to the state, and which has been After eight semesters or so of higher learning, and accumu- paeeey cane in trying to attract top Wisconsin high school 
lating upwards of 120 academic credits, the undergraduate Stupcnts: tortie Sampus: 
will receive a bachelor’s degree. He then faces a decision: (a) 
get a job. . . or (b) continue his education. The men, of What of the Future? 
course, may also be concerned with military obligations. . While we have been discussing the University of Wisconsin If he decides to continue his education, and his scholarship « + ae ‘i ; : ; 3 student as he “averages up’ today, it is possible—even prob- record is good, he enrolls in a graduate school, either at Wis- able—that the near future will bring a change in his statistical consin or elsewhere. Many graduates prefer to get their a sihicancs aes ee ie advanced training at institutions other than their original alma a the- fie place, a vast increase in college age youth is 
mater, That ies account for the fact that 58 per cent of the just around the corner, thanks to the continuing high’ postwar 
Wisconsin = uate School enrollment of 3,043 in 1952-53 birth rate that is now seriously affecting elementary schools. Bee puncresident. ee : Again, the chances are good that a higher percentage of As indicated earlier, graduate training is expensive, but Wisconsin’s youth will seck higher education in the future 
its hard to measure accurately the graduate student's contribu- Presently Wisconsin as a ate far down the list in this tions in teaching and research: The University feels that aS respect, in 26th place. University officials believe that recently 
over-all educational program is greatly benefited by the Se tightened standards of compulsory high school attendance will ing balance of graduate and undergraduate work, and says it help Wisconsin improve this position, 
ow like gem alia pag by j Almost inevitably, these factors will be reflected in the university S teputation is often measured by its graduate student enrollment at the University in one way or another. program, and Wisconsin regularly ranks among the top two If the various colleges in the state, public and private, con- or three in doctorate degrees awarded. The University expects tinue to share undergraduate enrollment in the same propor- 
bigger enrollments in the Graduate School in the years to tion that they did in 1953, the University would have to be come—first because of Hrcreastg demands for specialists, and prepared for an undergraduate enrollment of more than 21,000 second, because there'll be more students in the nation’s col- by 1970; more than 16,000 of these undergraduates would 
leges in the future. be at Madison and graduate enrollment would add nearly 

Oo Job? 5,000 more students to that campus. 
per a Jobe No one can predict with certainty what changes may take If our average student leaves the ivied walls to go job place in this distribution of enrollment among the various hunting, he'll have at his disposal the University’s Placement colleges in the state. Any redistribution, however, would 
Service. While some colleges and schools in the University probably mean changes in the load, and perhaps the program, 
find it advisable to maintain their own special placement sys- of the University of Wisconsin. 
tems, they all co-operate wth the co-ordinated service set up Certainly one fact stands out, particularly in view of the 
two years ago at the request of talent-hunting employers. Co- coming waves of college students: the University can’t stand ordination of this service saves the time of both employers still, an and faculty people—and this year no less than 1,082 em- 
Ployers came to the campus to interview gtaduates-to-be, and Es ne cays a another 1,471 phoned or wrote. Primarily set up for students, oat ie] 7 \ i the Placement Service is receiving increasing numbers of job . ie 4 P ke a fequests from alumni, and has, to some extent, branched out own ae 4 2 - into job counseling, ey eS wbeker = , Regardless of what course the new graduate follows, he'll : > ow Sy { become an alumnus of the University, In fact, he’s considered y » bt & \ \ an alumnus if he has left the University after attending one Ef Fx aie RS 
Aim ort more, and his name and address, together ma ag a) X z / other pertinent information, will be on file in the Bureau o! , ee | —— kb Pay Graduate Records. Incidentally, many former students who on \ ; OF il have attended the University only a year or two and who left ES A Oe y) % : without winning a degree have been outstandingly successful a. Ae my “- at mY in their fields. Doe, ee N) ae . , rm As an alumnus, the chances are 50-50 he'll stay in Wis- 0 ee eae - Sonsin, where many Wisconsin alumni have made significant ay en aa a Contributions in all phases of the state’s life. It would be diffi- ee 2 Pe cult here to try to point out by name all eminent alumni in yy ve = ins their respective fields, For they are counted by the tens and mi 2 
hundreds in business, agriculture, education, government, in- 2 & 
dustry, the professions, entertainment, and virtually every line ‘ ‘ 

of human endeavor. The earning power of these and other 
Nniversity and college alumni is considerably above the On a large campus, students meet people from all over the world, National average. This was brought out recently in a United and mingle daily with individuals possessing well-trained minds. 
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HE “AVERAGE” Wisconsin student, as an undergrad- = 
uate, is likely to be little concerned with one of the = 
University’s major functions—the uncovering of new = 

knowledge through research. = 
Not directly concerned, that is. — 
For his professors are active in research and scholarly effort. => 

They have to be, just to keep up with their fields. => 
And with a constantly freshened outlook, teachers engaged = 

in research can bring to their students a depth of teaching = 
that is invaluable to both. = 

It may even be said that some of our “average student’s” == 
best professors are teaching at Wisconsin largely because of 
the research freedom that’s offered to them. The drawing and CHAPTER TWO 
holding power of this “intangible,” together with availability 
of such research facilities as libraries and laboratories, is often ‘aa 
as instrumental in keeping top professors contented as are the = 
“practical” considerations of salary scale and housing condi- = 
tions, > 
‘Probably the undergraduate’s unfamiliarity with the wide = | 
scope of research activity at the University of Wisconsin is > 
shared by most of the state’s citizens. Certainly as this Com- > 
mittee approached its task, it viewed research work in many = 
fields as something of a rather nebulous nature. But we dis- 
covered many unsuspected things in our tour of University 
research facilities and in interviews with research people | 
ranging from deans to graduate assistants, h 1 f | 

What Is Research? = toe 8 
Research has been defined simply as ‘‘an effort to do things research 

better and not be caught asleep at the switch.” That’s probably | 
an apt definition, and translated into Wisconsin research it . i means such things as— i \ 

@ Successful identification and isolation by University ' | 
biochemists of a substance in floral sweet peas that ‘ 
causes a disease when eaten by humans or animals p 
—a project instigated at the request of medical men 7 | who now see in the discovery the makings of an ey j attack on arthritis and hardening of the arteries; be 

@ Development of a new natural cheese, produced with { almost no hand labor and therefore will be cheaper pa 
for the housewife; | oe ie Research 

@ A new legal code for the state emerging from a co- ees 4 in operative effort among state government, bar associa- em ; 
tion, and University coe o.. [| ie @ € re @ Greater efficiency in school administration and in e =) ee 
teaching techniques; ace a @ More chance of winning the battle against cancer; eS. | Wisconsin has the third largest cancer study center Se { z 
in the world—or — 4 , @ Better understanding of the reasons behind political / | i A and economic trends in Wisconsin. q ig € | ¥ fi) 

| “Bice | aaa 
Research is often broken down into two types—basic » j i i \ i ; a 

research and applied research, It’s the job of basic research = vee} a i a Se 1 to establish the basic facts of nature and human behavior that meer tae . Bs oN aS. may be used as a launching platform for the more spectacular ee oe ae | or ea and mote easily evaluated applied research. as iy a id o— eo 
Often there is but a thin line between basic research and : “ne 4 . es f eee that called applied. Not only is the former fundamental to a Pees | 2 ee applied research; many “practical” discoveries are made by . bs he re is a scientists with no definite intention of finding anything of the > } = ae ’ sort at all. (Scientists have a name for this art of finding =e 5 peed pb iy things one is not looking for—serendipity. Some folks possess ae lial 7 id ais ‘ se jm the art to a greater extent than others.) =... ee e* (a. 
In the University exists a further breakdown of research, iil = la 
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The University feels, too, that in order to cafry on an 
: informed mission of public service in agriculture and in other 

Typical oe Projects areas, continuing research is necessary to solve the practical 
problems facing the people of the state—not only through 

at Ws; ° its own Extension services but through other state agencies 
tsconsin and private practitioners in various fields. 

By W. T. Bandy, French: Poe’s European reputation 
By G. Bohstedt, P. H. Phillips and A. L. Pope, Animal The How of Research 

Husbandry and 1 ee Investigations of Research at the University doesn’t “just happen.” This is 
Seah we reo ts and the relations of parasites becoming more and more evident as research projects become 
ath Jeitgatel i a a EAS more complicated and call for assistance and knowledge 

By M. a istory of Science: Seventeenth Century from workers in various fields. The value of the close physical 
BC ATIES: : : relationship between various colleges on the Wisconsin campus 

By Farrington Daniels, Chemistry: Measurements of became apparent to this Committee as it studied the inter- 
energy efficiency in photosynthesis change of resources among specialists in various fields—a 

By E. A. Farber, Mechanical Engineering: Heat trans- process the University calls ‘‘cross-fertilization.” 
mission and studies of solar engines ee Of course, there does have to be a starting place for 

By O. R. Goodman, Commerce: Case studies in sales reseatch—the idea. After this comes an investigation—for 
forecasting 3 : while duplication in research effort is commonly supposed 

By . ee Zoology: Studies on sensory orienta- by the ar to occur, upon analysis it’s clear there’s little to 
70M in jisoes : ; a 4 be gained by any investigator in repeating work done br 

By R. G. Hitt and R. A. Brink, Genetics: Genetic im- ee, Sane hie dastistene ie ois purposes z 
provement of forest-tree planting stock desired. So the research worker maintains close ties with other 

By W. R. Marshall, Chemical Engineering: Spray dry- workers in the field, through technical journals, meetings, 
ing and atomization : : and personal correspondence. 

By K. B. Raper, Bacteriology : Studies on fungi ’ There are further questions: Is time available for investigat- 
By R. F. Schilling, Medicine: Test for pernicious anemia ing this new idea? And money? How does it stack up against 

other ideas in apparent importance? If these first questions 
each get a “yes,” the answers are still only tentative, because 

There is budgeted research, supported specifically by funds the project must be reviewed by department heads and deans 
from state appropriations, gifts, federal aids, and contracts. if appropriations are needed. If no cash outlay is required, 
Most of this is scientific in nature. the chain is not so long. 

Then there is related research, which the University expects It is the dean’s task to pass judgment on the various 
of all its teachers. Funds for these projects (all closely related requests and he then tries to keep his own fund requests at 
to their teaching function) are not reflected in the research a reasonable level—that being dined as the most he can 
budget, but are a part of the instruction budget. By far the expect to get. What he actually gets, of course, is up to the 
greatest percentage of this is basic research or scholarly effort. University President, the Board of Regents, and the Legisla- » 

Yet there is often a relationship between budgeted and this ture. 
so-called related research, particularly in the natural sciences, Probably most budgeted research funds go toward salaries 
A professor spending his allotment of related research time of research assistants, who offer minds as well as hands in 
may be engaged in work similar to that which he is following providing the equivalent of the ‘technical assistants” used in 
in budgeted research. industrial research, Some technical assistants are employed 

in the University, too, where the work is routine and not 
articularly associated with a learning experience. It is pos- 

Why Research? ble, University officials say, that hae money cee oe 

While the University feels strongly that good research pays stenographic help—one form-of technical assistance—would 
off in good teaching, there are other strong arguments the be of considerable value in relieving professors of routine 
University offers to point up the importance of research. detail. 

Probably it’s not even necessary here to elaborate on the In some instances, equipment costs represent a major outlay 
Vast contributions that organized research has made to tech- in a series of research projects. In many cases, however, 
nological progress and our American way of living. It was researchers use joint facilities like the electron microscope, the 

_ esearch, for example, that brought down the price of pen- Numerical Analysis Laboratory, or farm plots. The Univer- 
icillin so that one hundred dollar’s worth in 1943 would cost sity feels that the availability of these general-use facilities 

_ only a nickel today. As a matter of fact, it was hours and represents an important saving. 
_ Yeats of pure research that in the first place made it possible Ordinarily the University’s role in research stops short of 
| to discover the beneficial effects of that drug. the development stage—that’s left to commercial agencies. 

The State of Wisconsin has long recognized the impor- The same is true to a large extent in diagnostic work; there 
tance of research and, by statute, Wisconsin specifically desig- is no particular desire on the part of the University to com- 

; Rates research as one of the functions of the University. It pete with private agencies, 
has gone further than this, and since 1919 has consistently No single individual or group solely benefits from Univer- 
appropriated money for general unspecified University sity research. All research findings—regardless of the source 
fesearch. The University declares that these appropriations of supporting funds—are public property (excepting, of 
($2 million in all) have been largely instrumental in building course, certain classified work undertaken for the federal 
up a research tradition at the institution and in attracting more government). They are given as wide distribution as possible 
funds in the form of gifts and grants, —through the University News Service and over the State 
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Gh Vou, ae : : Sete 2 i BN S = Broadcasting Service stations and on WHA-TV, as well as | 
e eae in professional journals and at meetings. Occasionally they | 
ee: / 2 find an outlet in books published by the University of Wis. 
Bo - @ } - consin Press, \ ; Be one A, 

Sit AF J . <j AS FAR AS the individual professor is concerned, there’s | 
ES) BPS ae ¢: not much gold in the hills of research. It’s usually not 
“y 1 re ; oe oe worth the effort of a scientist to take out a patent on a dis. | 

7 tA . \ 4 s. covery; he would have to worry about establishing it legally, | 
Mee F | 7 . es selling it, and waging a constant struggle to keep it from | 

BET or a being infringed upon. And for what? Only four or five out} 
Fogg y , a of more than 50 Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation | 

He ae 4 : Be (WARF) patents have brought in substantial sums, and | 
isi Be i a~ % only a dozen more have broken even with patent and devel. | 

es Be E F . re opmental costs. The research worker also is aware that any | 
be Sy atl a | oe development probably has been made almost entirely on state 

eS F: y j time, Occasionally, WARF assumes a patent, and allows the an Ee e ¢. y I | ene 7 ; Fe, a researcher, or research team, about 15 per cent of net returns | 
i S Ks A” eee —if any. With all this, it has become traditional at Wisconsin Tbe ee i, , : ones ee ea a ieee that discoveries should be made public and no individual 
a é ue —_ . nan a patents be taken out. i ie Pe ee * " ; 

I ys a a é Ne The average faculty member is much more apt to make | 
Bs: jas cee oe some extra money as a consultant to some commercial firm 
gs Si Oe ee i Bist than as an inventor. The University takes the position that a 

« Ki, eet: ee Peele . ‘ man’s recreational time is his own—and if he wants to spend ” hs a. sil as ond : : ; Dee Og Hk 2 hae Ob os some of it in work, that’s all right as long as it doesn’t inter- e ace = es EF = 5 ne “ en SoS 1s “eae ing Fag ce * : fere with his University work. The whole subject, however, 
Ny ; ~~ as ms pas is considered a constant problem all over the nation and an 
7 ec eS a ee ~~ American Association of Universities committee is presently coeaad Nae cS be oe a | ees studying it (under the chairmanship of President E. B, Fred). eta om Po s SS Bee ucying mas iE : Bost < ——.... wee a ee ES University officials declare that “the Wisconsin faculty has a. a= % ee a > ae y , : y S pcg tae ———)) coo ails shown remarkable restraint in consultative work.” 

Ss RS e - — Sorta Bae Rai It is understandable why the University feels it’s at a dis- beg ioe a “ — bee ey iy Pee advantage in ruling on extra income sources; in many cases, 
Pen K 4 e a ti Be. ts 2 ge ae. professors are making considerable financial sacrifices to 
.} > ae —— ba Ne ac. remain in teaching and research. And it is natural that usually 

FY ae ms Ne) poll ‘ the best staff members receive the most opportunities to do 
? oo ion ie ee, private consulting. 4 “ae eG eS 

SST i . : 
Bs} i ee ee 
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Ti. 
.W. Tests *.|T. 

May Aid Bone yin S- research. (The other $2 million has been used for special 
: equipment, building amortization, fellowships, and the sup- e . . Narc ee sree: : PS, Ip 

. Disease F ight ‘. ‘ port of symposia.) Most WARF income has come from the 
A University of Wisconsin palin ben's, vitamin D discoveries of Dr. Harry Steenbock, but the foun- te | |thologist said Friday. that chemi oN was - dation also administers and develops other patents and con- 

ad J Jbicenemists to combat a disease| edetgl Cov ducts product testing. It would be diffiilt to overestimate 
ism ma; -| i y . + . . ally, be found to. show’ promise| "4 ae the important part WARF has played in developing the Uni- 

ors. pus-|against diseases of bone and blood| (0 1 tae versity’s research program per-| vessels. My : thouf in| “Dr. D. Murray Angevine, chair-| Des Ibche Regardless of the source of research gifts and grants, 
Beets lpanuens ‘ck paltelers, ono yaa Ea professorial salaries are rarely paid from these funds, If the ‘4 ‘ re : : 
ae ein Mr exgeomantans fe nan 6 on University is to have control over the research, it feels it 

gation} The biochemists wh t-|erol, ¥ inci i i i If bath emptig to device ce enricd war oda wiso the Chace tied aking ce ee, Ce 
are Profs. Frank M. Strong and|however, Bey: 

Iq, thejE. D. Schilling. his . r . 
ay fare or} Strong and Schilling announced| pon his fin gift and grant funds would mean a very difficult adjustment 
y the utili-lrecently that they had identified|flat tire yt in the faculty. 
Mfebtive. jand isolated a substance from| Oregon. 

t ei common see eae eerus that) He wasttele 
opprators}causes a deforming disea: a 

imposters outa i faan toate ee 0S ‘gifecom-|auming the seeds for food, Rent aad sey ae that the stockpile of basic knowledge is 

Med and if|since the time of Hippocrates, but| yan eee- running low. The need for this country to keep up with the ng justi-|the causative agent had never|uccni fe sf rest of the world in discovering this knowledge is obvious. 
3. been isolated until the two Wis- Ts di . all f '. 4° *. 

fe, the|consin scientists turned the trick.| ‘The Pham raditionally, and successfully, the universities of this country 
ther BE Leite ae eek Hl pee onl —both private and public—have played a vital tole in the 

se is im-|the Mediterranean region use the Bay. a cea over-all research pattern, Now, of all times, Wisconsin, and ‘J. . M|common flowering sweet pea as : 
‘bub sys-lfood in emergencies and have|tire. other states, will have to share the burden, or the federal 

ES See poe a0 f Roc! government will be forced to step in to fill the gap. 
# . SV! . : . yeshntinglsome of our colleagues in the| Madison « A large percentage of Wisconsin research, of course, is 

Pecordeegicl Schosk “Drs: lesen’ 3-|wafrant ¢ directed at problems of particular consequence to this state +s, btag-\Lalich, Angevine, and Gerald Mc-|ing the n : D . 
_migion| Lenliobae inlay Ayana The University is pushing ahead steadily, and once in a while 
“rd fal of this disease: They fe: A é. L dramatically, in such fields as milk marketing, cranberry proc- 
SviMgiman discases’ as arthe 7 ¥ —“xampte essing, statutory code revision, educational counselling, and 
Beer a ec “ ” sewage disposal. The list of research projects now underway 

Mee} Tha. I:thyrism factor Of Crain: Foctiledtion runs into the hundreds. 
“Ipones "soft..and, weak, th antes 3 

“te said, probably’ bec. In most fields research is becoming more complex than 
meen tee We Rosenech, ever. In medical research, for instance, it requires a team of 
“where ce scientists to make any substantial progress in the treatment of 

: heart disease. The Enzyme Institute (which is financed almost 
Research Money entirely from gifts and grants) is proving valuable as a site 

About $2 mln is spent inthis coun eey yes too aig sents cen Beyond edo el Thee finance research in institutions of higher education. Of this ate aveeaal Fr aaRe tie ee on i ihe 
amount, the federal government supplies on the average of Uakers BP ae it on continue to cue this :f doc- 60 per cent of the funds (and earmarks 95 per cent of this for be ; ; ee 
developmental research) torate training and allied research from gifts and grants, the 

At the University of Wisconsin, the ratio of federal support instienon. ee ab unponank a he state should give at least 
ih e: : 1 h h tional average tacit approval to expansion in this area. of research is considerably less than the national average, 1 ; sige 

: si nee - ‘ned Need. for expansion of research effort in the social sciences standing at 25 per cent. University officials see two main dis- se E ree ait 
di and humanities, too, is a conviction of the University. The 

EF ets to federal support: logic here seems evident upon considering that many of the 
1, Federal support could easily turn into federal control— BIC P 8 apy, 

there is less danger when reliance is placed on a variety of world’s problems are of social rather than technological nature. 
BE sources: at A P Fortunately, social science research techniques probably will 

a - peers ‘ me more efficient—although more expensive—with more 
eerie: pational legislative polly drastically reduce Se machines hs other telah arts. fesearch appropriations, a federally-supported research pro- e : 

gram would be left high and dry. “lad . : oo Much or Too Little? So at Wisconsin, less than one-half of budgeted research q ay 
funds is state appropriated (75 per cent of these funds go Presently about 20 per cent of the University’s total budget 
into agricultural research). The other half comes from gifts is used for research. The administration considers this a good 
and grants, balance from the point of view of stimulating instruction, 

One-half of these gifts and grants funds earmarked for and would like to have this ratio maintained—even in the 
Tesearch comes from federal monies. One-fourth comes from face of a great increase in undergraduate enrollment. The 
the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation, and the balance point, it says, is this: : 

| Comes from other gifts and grants. “Tt’s easy to say ‘transfer funds from research to instruc- 
The grand total for all budgeted research in 1952-53 was tion’ but that takes into account neither the financial struc- 

$5,595,694. ture of research, the need for the development of basic 

Since 1928 the Wisconsin Alumni Research Foundation knowledge, the close relationship between research and teach- 

has given more than $8 million to the University, of which ing, nor the detrimental effect on the future standing of the 
nearly $6 million has gone directly into natural science University. a8 
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= In addition, all the University’s professional schools carry on 
= a limited program of institutes and post-graduate training in 
= such fields as medicine, law, commerce, and education, 

= For Farm and Home | 
= In virtually every instance, the service the University 
= provides reflects varying degrees of cooperation between the 
= University and other agencies, both governmental and private, 
= 4 Such is the case with the cooperative Agricultural Extension 
a Service. The cooperation here is among the U. $. Government 
= through the U. S. Department of Agriculture, the State of 
= Wisconsin through the University and the State Department 

of Agriculture, and each county through county boards, county 
CHAPTER THREE agricultural committees, and farm advisory shee on the local 

level. Each year the latter groups meet and decide what activi- 
= ties should get attention. This program is sometimes changed 
= when new conditions or emergencies like drought or insect 
= infestation demand immediate attention. 
> Currently the federal government contributes about 39 per 
= cent of Agricultural Extension funds, the counties provide 38 = per cent, and 23 per cent is appropriated by the State of 
> Wisconsin. And all three must be in agreement as to how 
= these funds should be spent before they are spent. 
= Of the 297 persons in Wisconsin whose work currently is 
a supported by these funds, 96 work out of Madison as tech- 

nical specialists, personnel trainers, or administrators. The 
larger group works in the counties, and includes agricultural 
agents, home agents, erosion control agents, 4-H Club agents, 

1 ‘ and special agents in dairying and forestry. ‘ 
: The role of these workers can be outlined like this: 

erving al t € @ Recognize problems on which action is needed; 
= @ Look at possible solutions, whether by individual or 
= state group acho: q 
= @ Get the necessary facts (here the research activities in = the College of Agriculture fit into the picture very 
> closely) ; 
= @ Fit these facts into a workable program—which > might take the form of field sick, group action, me individual action, publication of bulletins, etc. 
= As the Agricultural Extension Service has developed, its 
= field of work has broadened into towns and cities, Right now = in ete ey oe Bere as geting spe 2 

in homemaking, soils, insect contro! 1s en an ere are F IT WAS difficult to define an average on-campus stu- in the whole Sire of Wisconsin, ] dent at Wisconsin, it is even more impractical to arrive Here is the statistical summary for the Cooperative Agricul- at a composite of all those who participate in the Univer- tural Extension for 1953: 
sity’s adult education and public service programs. The Attend, : 65,380 “Wisconsin Idea” of public service has reached people of Fa re ee meetings ———————-__________ i virtually every community and farm in the state. Oo fie “al ome visits ————————— 146,716 They range from the hometown physician attending a rh ioe S ails 46 Cousty Buckie OF 9/319 refresher institute at the University Hospitals, to the woman’s x epROne he s t0 County Extension Offices 209; 19 club president planning a program with the aid of the Bureau Sra os Of stories: prepared ———_—_-_—_ oe of Information and Program Services, to the 4-H boy or girl Ta asts made or prepared for radio —_.___ 8 195 raising a prize heifer, elecasts made or prepared for television ____ 4 

Their common denominator is their reliance on the Uni- — distributed ~--------------------- 1,004,]2 versity as not just a place, but as an instrument—an instru- a oo 7 bulissios ber farm) 1,037 ment to help people to help themselves, ult result demonstrations conducted _____- 336 
Although there are four main divisions of the University £H Club members enrolled neuer ce 42) directly concerned with public service and adult education— Farms and farm homes changing practices as 11 the Agricultural Extension Service, general University Exten- # 1esule- of extenston: rogram Sone eee 1607 sion Division, radio station WHA and allied State Broad- Non-farm families changing practices as a 00 casting and Television Stations, and University Hospitals— result of extension program _____________ 59,6 

the work of the University in these fields is closely associated In practice, the University draws no strong line between with both teaching and research in nearly every depattment. instruction, research, and extension activities of the College of 
18
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Agriculture, and declares that “research is fertilized and in- diate benefits to pay a substantial share of the cost through 
struction stimulated by continuing contact with farm people higher fees find it difficult to explain why there should not be 
and farm problems.” In many respects the Agricultural Exten- uniformity of either principle. They further find that when 
sion Service serves as the “connecting link” between farmer fees are increased, the participation in many programs goes and College, and virtually every resident faculty member is down—sometimes to the point where it is not haste to con- 
drawn into this relationship. duct them, Chances are the same would hold true in the 

agricultural picture. The task of calculating the “point of 
Where the Money Comes From diminishing returns” is a difficult one, varying as it does from 

: One activity to another. 
It is partly because of the three-way financing of agricul- ‘ : 

tural extension work that the Service's policy of free service General Extension 
has come into being.* Short courses, conferences, and field Established in 1907 as the first organization of its kind 
days are offered to all who will take advantage of them on in the country, the University Extension Division is dedicated 
the theory that increased farm production and better living to the idea that a “broad educational opportunity is a corner- 
conditions will pay off all citizens of the state—rural ot stone of democracy,” and that education does not cease upon 
urban, The growth of Wisconsin’s prosperity as a state would conclusion of formal schooling. 
seem to bear this out. While much general Extension teaching is grounded in 

However, this policy of service at minimum cost to the residence departments, the University’s program has been so 
individual for the common good has been somewhat embar- large that the regular staff can’t carry the entire load, as it 
rassing to other University divisions concerned with public did in earlier years, There are now about 264 full-time faculty 
setvice. University administrators who have been urged to members in the division (plus 204 civil service employes), 
economize by requiring the individuals receiving the imme- whose responsibility lies in a wide variety of areas outside 
eS those served by the Agricultural Extension Service. These two 

* Not all services are free, of course. Users pay, though not agencies work together to determine the best means of making 
aecputed os ie a the foundation seed’ stocks the total services available to the most people, and there is 

no duplication of effort. 
& g University Extension work can be broken down into three 

di 7 major sections: 
npen ttures an neome @ Direct extension of University academic work through 

é; L é W, i Extension Centers, special classes, correspondence 
xtenston or study and professional institutes; 

oe — @ Adult education programs through non-credit corres- 
dese an wnkes | pondence courses, special classes, institutes and con- 

Extension Werk ferences (the fastest growing type of activity at pres- 
to0% yy ent), lecture and concert programs, consulting serv- 

GENERAL UNIVERSITY EXTENSION ee ices and publications; 
1952-53 <—| @ Cooperative services with other state and local agen- 

hae aaa ZN LD cies, as in the locally-directed high school correspond- 
ee ee loge NS | ence-study program, package library, film distribution 

ee ay | for schools and groups; cooperation within the Uni- 
ee eam fe i versity in duplicating services, educational film serv- 

A a ansia prion | it ices, photographic services, and lecture-concert book- 
rer tee eared Milwaukee. Extension Divisio NERAL AGRICULTURAL i 3 z aaah ee . a ings; and cooperation with federal agencies in the 

es United States Armed Forces Institute (USAFI) 
Ei AGRICULTURAL COOPERATIVE EXTENSION worldwide correspondence study and class programs, 
Peat reas 1952-53 similar work for the U. S. Veterans Administration 
ees pe eet ae and special activities for the Atomic Energy Commis- 
eee SUNN sion and the Civil Defense Agency. 

pa § 22,150 | General Adminstation / This work is implemented through 25 division academic 
eee departments, seven division bureaus, seven applied studies 

units (industrial psychology, education, engineering, etc.), 
$766,619 Correspondence Study eight Extension Centers, a field organization, the Milwaukee 

Extension Division, and six administrative service depart- 
ments. 

cele ee ene This was the statistical picture of University Extension 
$059 Infomation ond Proprom Services activities in 1953-54: 

[577,000 MMI Lectures ond Concerts 90,000 correspondence-study students (80,000 of 
$209,249 Audio-Visuel Instruction $ 57,036.331 ‘Administration these for USAFI); 

ct Fergal anes a 13,000 special class students; 
$ 49,163 School for Workers $541,828.46 J Specialists 2,400 Extension Center students; 

30,000 institute participants; 
$538,041 Administrative Services '$ 56,008.47 Printing and distribution 700 Wisconsin communities reached by special 

$219,924.05 Boys and Girls Club Work services. 

Note that shaded areas represent extension center instruction, which Virtually all non-agricultural University extension activities 
is largely of formal, undergraduate nature. carry fees and the program is 50-60 per cent self-supporting 
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over-all; some activities have been paying their way 100 per én di. : . R. di 
cent. Among the latter are the duplicating services (paid for ucation ¥ adto 
by feet departments requiring - sage pgeinaits 
the Industrial Management Institutes, and the Bureau of Lec- : 
tures and Concerts. . : Typical Schedule 

Better than 50 per cent self-supporting are the Photographic Station WHA, WLBL, and FM Network* 

Laboratory (here again various University departments pay : 
according to services rendered), the Bureau of Audio-Visual Friday, September 3, 1954. 
Instruction, and correspondence study. State appropriations MORNING 

furnish 50 to 85 per cent of the support for the School for Weather Roundup—Direct from transmitters 
Workers, the Wisconsin Idea Theatre, general institutes Farm Feature—College of Agriculture personnel giving latest in farm- 
(there were 44 in seven departments for 3,950 persons in ee Vs ewer: Beto Division: (also "Oe a 
1952-53*), Milwaukee and other Extension Centers, and Band (Wagou “March “Masic 
special credit and non-credit classes. Less than 10 per cent Weather—Direct from Madison weather station _ : 
self-supporting are the Bureau of Community Development, Moraiag | Melodics “Classical music; “Raure—Magie sue Sie 
the Ofte of Music Specialist, and the Bureau of Information Piane Music-Classical selections: Sonata for Two Pianos by 
and Progtam Services. Markete--To farmers from capitol ; ee 

Administrative services in the Extension Division are per- Hometnakers: Programe U. We. Home sBeouomics Deena Se 
formed centrally and these include activities involving gen- eee Ree ee oir ins a professor's, Jeeture. sean; 
eral administration, the business office, field organization, Professor D. Fellman ¢ 
editorial services and the library, in addition to the Photo- ApTEENOON 
gtaphic Laboratory and duplicating services mentioned above. i ; . ; , 
Leaving out the latter two, about a dozen faculty members Nees uted: Brae at ae ; 
and 21 civil service employes work in these administrative Farm Froeram — University.and State Department of Agriculture report 

offices. Chapter a Day—Daily reddings from books : 
Afternoon Concert—Classical music: Symphony No. 1 in E Flat Major 

by: Alexander Borodin : 
Education on the Air The Lively Arts—Series by author-lecturer Gilbert Seldes 

* This schedule does not indicate the fifteen weekly broadcasts of 

University of Wisconsin Radio Station WHA is recognized BS ee eee paneer oF tie: Aisy which ,Has "8 Course tee 
as “the oldest station in the nation” and by 1919 was pro- People and Places—social studies, grades 5-10; Let's Draw—creative 

viding a regular schedule of farm information, crop reports, French language, grades 24; Let's Write-creative writing, grades 4h; 
and weather forecasts, Since 1941, the University’s depart- Journeys in Music Land—group participation in singing, grades 4-8; 
ment of radio education, operating under a faculty committee Aw ie eecnctun eee : oagcasts, een ee 
broadly representative of all University schools and colleges, Purpose, kindergarten to grade 3; Book Trails—teisure time reading 
has been operating WHA, and furnishes much of the pro- oi ape 

ap Oi st cue mec eck major contributions—without additional compensation. Others 

The State Radio Council, which controls the State FM Net- _ctive in programming come from state and private institu: 
work, has two University representatives, three governor- 7. nS, Aue and Broups; some. programs come . from the 
appointed citizen members, a governor's office representative, N aires ssociation of Educational Broadcasters’ program 

the superintendent of public instruction, the secretary of the exchange center. The program setvice is divided in time about 
Board of Regents of State Colleges, and the director of the equally between music (mostly of the non-popular variety) 
State Board of Vocational and Adult Education. Several ad- and the sp oken word. The latter includes the Wisconsin 
ministrative appointments are shared jointly by the University Se of the Air for in-school use by 235,000 children, the 
and the council. Television station WHA—TV is also under isconsin College of the Air, adult courses, farm programs, 

the council, although it uses the experimental studios and homemakers programs, literature, news, health sae and 
equipment of the University’s closed circuit television labora- government operation. The WHA program bulletins are sent 
tory and the laboratory's programs. to about 14,000 persons each month at their request. The 

It is the policy of the University and the State Radio Coun- fe three regular courses presented over WHA-TV for adult 
cil to provide programs which would not find an assured place isteners enrolled about 200 serious students who ordered study 

on the air on commercial stations because they appeal to less packets at two dollars each. : é 
than the mass audience demanded by sponsors, or tsa the _ The chief difference between the uses of educational televi- 
stations lack the educational resources to produce them. Some- sion and educational radio reflects the cost of operation. 
times, however, commercial stations pick up State Radio WHA TV operates on a schedule of from only 12-15 hours 
Council broadcasts at no cost to them. In 1953, 49 different weekly. The higher costs of television have led to proposals 
commercial stations took advantage of this service. This serv- that commercial stations be used to broadcast educational pro- 
ice has been particularly valuable to stations rebroadcasting Same: Some educational broadcasters contend that popularity 
University wile events such as football and basketball, is the big criterion in a business-type broadcasting operation, 

because it has saved them considerable money in toll charges; and that educational progtiins would probably find it diff 
the result has been a widened audience for these events, cult to get any preferred time. In any event, educators likely 

“Talent” for University radio and television comes from woule still have to prepare the programs, and this forms 4 
many sources, with faculty and staff members supplying the substantial part of the cost of broadcasting. 

Rena (In addition to their public service roles, WHA and the 
* These are in addition to special institutes budgeted in activities television laboratory serve as training grounds for students, = oun Sra Institute (113 institutes), the Music and as centers for research into the educational uses of these 

ere communication media.) 
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The University Hospitals The School of Education maintains the Psycho-Educational 
Some 16,000 patients are admitted to University Hospi- ay pone, eee oe vad Is each year. More than 1,100 people are empl by: th ae oe - > > ratory, Graduate Ex- eek Y ae People are employed by the tension Program for Wisconsin teachers, Teacher Placement Hospitals as nurses, dieticians, etc., but the medical care is Bureau, aad ceoneuleing services for local sch Is i ha as essentially dependent upon the teaching faculty’ of He Dad ane ne Saye local schools in such areas a Medial Scwsl. 8 as a nnabae - pe ee : : ; : he School of Commerce has develope : 3 The public Sots role of the Hospitals is measured not education through the use of ae oe re pose only in statistics (e.g., an annual load of 44,000 X-ray exami- courses, and seminars in various lines of business and indus- nations, 3,600 blood transfusions, 5,500 Major surgical opera- try. The School of Banking is a growing and highly successful tions, 240,000 laboratory procedures), but in the vital part example. G Il ae : : oe eq oe : ample. Generally, these are held under joint sponsorship they play in providing hospitalization and medical care not with the University Extension Division and various private ordinarily available to recipients who couldn’t purchase it organizations. In 1952-53, there were 140 such conferences. even if it were. One-quarter of the Hospitals budget comes The Bureau of Business Research and Service, which was es- from the counties of the state, another quarter from the state tablished in 1945, has instituted an extensive program of 

treasury, and the other half from payments by individuals research and service for Wisconsin business and industry. who are able to pay for the services rendered them, The School of Pharmacy operates a special laboratory to Probably in no other field is the integration of public setv- analyze samples of medicines submitted . the State Board ice, instruction, and research more evident than in the Uni- of Pharmacy to assure the high quality of all drugs dispensed 
versity Hospitals—they are so closely interwoven, in fact, in Wisconsin, and conducts extension institutes for the prac- that it is almost impossible to separate one function from ticing pharmacists of the atic 
another. é : : stg Natural science departments of the College of Letters and Among the teaching hospitals of the University are: The Science work closely with allied departments in the profes- State of Wisconsin General, the Mary Cornelia Bradley Me- sional schools on extending campus resources to the bounda- morial, the Student Infirmary, the Wisconsin Orthopedic Hos- ries of the state, Similarly, the economists, sociologists, and pital for Children, the Cardiovascular Research Center, the other social scientists in that College are often called to aid McArdle Memorial Cancer Research Laboratory. . Wisconsin communities, In the humanities and the arts, fac- Also located on the campus of the University is the State ulty members of the College are active in state-wide music Diagnostic Center, a 76-bed short term psychiatric observation projects, in helping galleries and art groups throughout Wis- hospital under the administration of the State Department of consin in judging and presenting art works, and in other 
Public Welfare. The State Laboratory of Hygiene, under the cultural extension work, The professional schools within the State Board of Health, assists the state's physicians by per- College—Journalism, Library Science, Music, and Social Work forming those laboratory procedures which cannot be obtained —have complete public service programs, most of them oper- in the local area; a similar function is performed by the ated in cooperation with the Extension Division, Wisconsin Psychiatric Institute in the treatment of such dis- And the University of Wisconsin Press makes possible the 
eases as syphilis and diabetes. Both of the latter laboratories publication of theses, books, and papers resulting from the 
are also on campus. research work carried on by staff and graduate students. 

Moreover, the University is closely associated with many Professional School Extension separate public service units provided by government or pri- 
. vate groups. University staff members collaborate in research Above and beyond the service it provides in the Univ ersity and service in such activities as the Forest Products Laboratory, Hospitals, the Wisconsin Medical School, like other profes- the Arboretum, Wisconsin Geological and Natural History 

sional schools, engages in post-graduate training activities de- Survey, State Crime Laboratory and the Wisconsin Alumni signed to keep physicians informed on day-to-day develop- Research Foundation program. 
ments in the medical field. During 1953, more than 600 physi- In addition to all these specific instances of public service, cians attended at least one of the “extramural” circuit courses staff members of the University in nearly every department that bring faculty members out to state communities. And 222 are often called upon for formal and informal consultative physicians in one recent year attended five “refresher” courses, work, These requests may originate from a private citizen which are usually three days in length, offered on campus. wondering about some specific point in economics or they 
The Medical School also conducts an “Observation Course,” may deal with the problem of an industry as related to some especially valuable for training specialists-to-be, and maintains phase of engineering practice. an 
the Medical Extension Library, which supplies physicians 
throughout the state with standard medical periodicals and Engineers attend an institute in the New Engineering Building. textbooks as well as packets of published materials relating to a oe ee problems encountered in the field. ‘hel See Re {1 ¥ The College of Engineering renders public service through ip oe. / t operation of the Engineering Experiment Station, the Motor ae 7 a | ) ls 
Vehicle Research Laboratory, the A-C Network Calculator ls Te = aes eee jj Bee 

Laboratory, the Electric Standards Laboratory, and the Gage BEG iis pes 4 / i | Bes aah ee 
Laboratory—as well as in its cooperation with the General Sai RO ee 
Extension Division, research, and publication of research P iii 
findings, 

Y oe iu So it is, too, with the Law School, which assists state agen- : | | ort i 
cies and the organized bar in law revision and reform, by pub- ag ; | (ae lz et 
lishing the Wisconsin Law Review, and by conducting Ex- oe 3 ie EB nw tension institutes for lawyers. ‘cals ne es = sete i ae Se 

er io » om 

| Poe 4 
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| a 
= including that for Hospitals, comes from state appropriation 

= of general funds ($15,616,358 in 1954-55). 

= How does the “basic” instruction and service cost of about 

= $11 million build up into the total budget figure of nearly 

= $35 million? 

= @ Add $1-1/3 million for Extension Center operation; 

= @ Add $2/3 million for Summer Session operation; 

= @ Add $7 million for research; 

= @ Add $4-3/4 million for adult education and public 

= service; 

= s @ Add $5-1/4 million for self-supporting auxiliary 
enterprises; 

CHAPTER FOUR @ Add Ha3/4 million for the University Hospitals; 

a And there you are, close to $35 million. 

= For none of these operations do funds come from a single 

> source, as may be seen in an accompanying table. 

== Moreover, there is a series of relationships between the 

| 2 various sources of funds. In research, for instance, the num- 

= ber of gifts and grants received is greatly dependent on the 

= University’s “basic core” of state-provided research funds— 

= investments are usually made where reputations are estab- 

=a lished and the pay-off possibilities are greatest.* Somewhat 

' ee similar is the situation in adult education, which, except in the 

field of agriculture, is on the average more than 50 per cent 

: self-supporting. If state support of the Bureau of Audio-Visual 

; Instruction (Extension Division) were withdrawn and the 

i . if activity abolished, for instance, the annual state appropriation 

} Inancing the to the University might be $50,000 less; yet, since the bureau 

has its own annual income of $160,000 apart from state 

1 = 1 1 funds, the total University budget would be reduced by more 

1 = university than $200,000.+ This q ar true of all adult eaucslin 

i = services, but they follow this general pattern. 

| = Even more apparent is the relationship between instructional, 

= research, and public service functions with those auxiliary en- 

j = terprises like Residence Halls, the Union, and Intercollegiate 

} — Athletics, Operational receipts from dining rooms, admission 

| = tickets, room rentals, etc., almost completely support these 

; = functions. 

| = What is true of the sources of University income is also 

= true of expenditures—virtually all are related to one another 

in varying degree. Three areas, in particular, where “ 

. trary allocations of costs may be made are in general admin- 

aes ksi ite ee Lipa ei of the steno, in general services like the library or snow removal, 

{ For the average student at Wisconsin doesn’t have much ue 6 Pee aera divin few more one oe 

| more knowledge of the University’s financial problems than als Fo Gen Ey 5 a diieale sg followe there is n0 

"what he sees in the newspapers. In this respect he is like most meee , : iG Ure detail 3 

etlien state citizens. es iS Unie . faced with the task 
i oa : : : evertheless, or 

' ke “Te ve ee at the headlines a few annually for itself, biennially for the Legislature—of present- 

4 oO Ny SN Te ea ing an over-all picture of its finances. — budgets “ 

i 
ethaps the most comprehensive documents dealing with the 

\ UNIVERSITY BUDGET Dinivesit. Still, thee 6 a definite limit on the amount of 

FOR 1954-55 detail a budget can disclose; in itself, it can’t justify the need 

for, say, two stenographers in a certain department. 

NEARS $35 MILLION 

Yet, this Committee has learned that the cost of instruction How the Budget Is Prepared 

and services for students at Madison in this regular school While top administrative and governing officers set the 

year (1954-55) is estimated at $11,011,654. broad general pattern of expenditures, it is usually on the 

Both figures are accurate. The disparity between them indi- departmental level that say catia are made—e.g., whether 

tes one of the University’s problems of presenting an un- ees ae 

derstandable budget to the Legislature each biennium. * About 75 per cent of state appropriations for research go to- 

And the picture is further complicated by the fact that ward agricultural teseatch. 
much less than one-half of the University’s budgeted income, + 1952-53 figures. 
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those two stenographers are as necessary to efficient operation the total budget into its various parts when estimating the 
as another full professor. Helping to form the basis for these “costs of education. And certainly no figure with any meaning 
decisions are anticipation of future needs on the basis of can be obtained by dividing the total budget by the number 
enrollment predictions, and past experience. One measure of of students. Even dividing only the instructional cost by the 
this past experience lies in the newly-developed Academic number of students has its dangers—one being that it costs 
Staff Scholarly Activities Report, on which all faculty members much less to teach freshmen and es (who take mostly 
list the time they have been devoting to actual class instruc- information courses, which deman less-experienced teachers) 

tion, paper grading, research, committee meetings, and other than to teach upperclassmen (who need more specialized 
activities. These reports are particularly valuable to top ad- courses). By the University’s reckoning—on which there isn’t 
ministrators in analyzing departmental staffing requirements unanimous agreement even in the University—one could Tea 

and in generally plotting the University’s direction. sonably say it spends $535 per year on instruction and service 
Before tentative budgets are prepared in the offices of the for each first and. second year student, and $1,019 for each 

various deans, bringing together the departmental requests, a upperclassman and graduate student. This, of course, varies 
number of conferences involving departmental personnel from college to college and from course to course. At Ex. 
usually have been held. The deans’ tentative budgets are then tension Centers, even though all students ate freshmen or 
forwarded to the president and the business office for review. sophomores, the cost per student is higher, $625. In Summer 
Next come conferences between dean and president. Almost Session, the cost per student varies between $61 and $122. 
invariably, the University says, the deans’ tentative budgets must (Part of these amounts is paid by the students in the form 
be readjusted to fit into the over-all University budget pattern, of fees—during the regular session, these come to $157 for 
and maintain the academic balance. The president then pre- residents, $477 for non-residents.) * 
sents the complete budget to the Regents for approval, and The University emphasized that the cost of instruction in- 
every two years the Regents submit the biennial budget to cludes such items as expenditures for library service and the 
the Legislature. related research by faculty members discussed earlier in this 

report. 

“Trouble Spots’’ Second, the University has no hidden “free balances” from 
The University feels that there are several points on which which funds may be used for any and all purposes. Some 

more than ordinary confusion exists in connection with its * Actually the resident pays $180, the non-resident $500, but in 
budget presentation to the Legislature. each case $15 of the figure is for Wisconsin Union membership, 

First, there has been a general tendency not to break down and $8 for infirmary fees. 

. slow the Faculty Chast, ME ane 

ACADEMIC STAFF SCHOLARLY ACTIVITIES REPORT pei eOe nee ace eee Revert of Professional Accomplishment 
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ee es be jj oreetoasr t , ae : 
eS IS nang | mee | tora a: Regular Courses (ubjece) lie svshise olliet ak 
pee es bt eS 1 eas ‘ eg re 
Se eee ee pe te eee ey 
tater fof tee 
ies Goareus age mech ape =| See 
x | a fem nes 5. Comptes Rabin notated wader t=) ee pa et ee 
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balances are ee example, in the Hospitals, where directed the University to expend that $3 million during this ee rs e = on an accrual basis—pbut these are present biennium, and to that end appropriated $3 million not available for genet use. : less than it would Have had there been no such balance. The Third is : ey lem which should cease to exist after the net result is that the University must get $3 million more in 
next bienni udget presentation, Before 1953, it was the appropriations the next biennium to stay where it is financially, 
practice of the University to carry over the previous biennium’s Along with this in the new budget-making picture was the 

savings, listing these as a resource and using them as a cushion understanding that the University should anticipate its savings 
against such contingencies as unforeseen enrollment drops. and spend them. These “savings” are usually relatively constant 
These savings, and | estimated savings, for the three years in over-all size, but since they usually result from deaths or previous, together with a carry-over veterans books fund, came sudden shifts of personnel, it cannot be predicted just where to roughly $3 million in 1953.+ In that year the Legislature they will come. 
pa ; Fourth is the operation of the University Hospitals, or This is somewhat more complicated than indicated above. Wh “yyy; : au eS Fi eee SOE 
e University presented its budget request forthe 1953-55 bien. Wis conse: General Hospital.” The University 8 maintaining nium, savings to carry over were estimated at $988,000 in the 1-E special accounting records to keep the Hospitals’ budget sep- 
Student Fee Fund, $722,000 in the 2-AB Extension Division Fee arate when presenting the over-all budget to the Legislature. 
oo fad $2000, rea rene war (a Supply While there is a close relationship between the Hospitals and und. TI n built up from a : mer- . sa . oo 
geacy Board grant in 1946-47 to finance purchase of books and the University’s Medical School, the University Separates the 
supplies for veteran students, and since no longer needed, it was two in tees its budget. The Hospitals cost to the state is 
to be returned to the State General Fund. The balances in the other essentially that expended for the care of public patients. 
areas result from normal turnover of staff through deaths, resigna- 
tions, leaves of absence, and from overrun of receipts. The total C d h 

savings ae aa funds was $1,962,000. Of this, the University Ompared to Others 
‘oposed. holding $288,000 in the 1-E Fund and $122,000 (a total ‘ ‘ is 5 a 

Fr e410,000) in the 2-AB Fund as a buffer against loss in receipts % How does the University of Wisconsin compare with other 
or other contingencies, leaving a balance of $1,553,000. This was institutions in its cost of operation? : 
to be applied to reduce the appropriations requested from the state Since there is no agreed-upon yardstick, and no uniformity 
for the first year of the biennium. (These realized savings in- in budget practices, there can be no real comparison with cluded only the first year of the 1951-53 biennium since the th ‘wensiti O iy by yi hi here teh 
savings to be realized in the second year would not be definitely other universities. Only by applying the same criterion to the 
known until the year had closed.) However, when appropriations SP ea 2 Eee 
were established for 1953-55, the Legislature added to the $1,553,000 of accounting for savings thus applied a three year “savings” 
the $410,000 the University had scheduled as an operating reserve, of roughly $3,000,000. While this total seems large, it covers both 
and in addition the estimated saving in the second year of the savings and overrun of receipts of a budget for the three years 
biennium (1952-53). This departure from the previous method of approximately $60 million. 
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measurement of costs at other institutions (as in overhead, merce, and federal employment. It is undoubtedly true that, 
administration, research, etc.) could valid comparisons be other things being equal, the institution with the highest 
made. Wisconsin officials, however, hazard a guess, based on salary scale will have the advantage in attracting teachers of 
a quick look at somewhat similar figures, that neighboring the highest caliber. 
institutions have higher instructional costs than Wisconsin. 
One difficulty in reaching a conclusion stems from the practice The Present Operating Level 
at Wisconsin of intermingling students in all divisions and / ; 
colleges. While the University strongly feels this is desirable The University’s operating level—what it actually is doing 
both economically and educationally, it is not the rule at —is now $1 million a year below what it was in 1952-53, 

many other institutions. The faculty has been reduced by 77 full-time positions, and 
The University has compared its instruction costs with those civil service ranks by 50, Effects of the 1953-55 budget were 

of several city high schools in the state and found them not felt to some degree in every activity where state appropriations 
out of line. In some of these high schools the cost-per-pupil are a direct factor. Some public service functions have been 
is between $400-$500 a year, just a little lower than the $535 reduced, some classes have been enlarged, and the teacher-to- 
figure for University students in their first and second years. student ratio has gone up. 

If the cost of instruction is lower than at some other insti- But, the University says, whether or not the loss was “sub- 

tutions, the same is not true of the price tag for students. stantial” is a matter of opinion . . . probably largely opinion 
Wisconsin and Michigan, with $180, have the highest resi- as to just how valuable the various functions are. There likely 
dent fees in the Big Ten, and Wisconsin’s non-resident fee of will always be argument as to the comparative value of any 
$500 stands as the highest, University officials, however, feel activity, whether it is the Wisconsin Idea Theatre, research 
that the high non-resident fee (about the same as tuition at in glacial geology, a student housing bureau, an alumni records 
many private colleges and universities) discourages non- office, or the lecture-quiz method of imparting knowledge. 
residents, particularly women, less than does the shortage of It is safe to say, though, that there must be some point, 
residence halls accommodations. They report few complaints however indefinitely defined it is, below which a university 
about high resident or non-resident fees, but feel that some ceases to be first-rate. But to measure that point at any 
“marginal” students have probably been kept away from the given time, and to be certain of one’s ground, appears to be 
University by the size of fees. impossible, The reputation of a university (and Wisconsin’s 

As far as faculty salaries are concerned, Wisconsin has been reputation is a fine one) is built on quality. And the reputation 
about mid-way on the list of Big Ten universities, As much ae a university, like that of an individual, can be broken 
serious competition for teaching and research talent, salary- down more easily and more quickly than it can be 
wise, comes from outside the teaching field in industry, com- built up. an 
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A view of Bascom Hill in the 1800's. All the buildings in 
sight are still standing. 
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= First, a substantial number of buildings are obsolete.+ These 
S include Music Hall (built in 1879), the Law Building 

. Loe (1893), the central part of the Chemistry Building (1905) 
i ye REPORT spoke earlier of “trimming away some and altogether about 18 per cent of the academic area on the 

of the ivy” at the University of Wisconsin. . campus. In a few instances, as in Science Hall, the buildings 
If one were to do that trimming literally, the Committee are still sound structurally, but are poorly laid out, non- 

finds, he would likely find an old, mellowed building under fireproof, and would require an uneconomical amount of re- 

the foliage. modeling to correct these deficiencies, All these obsolete 
That is not to say that all buildings on the Wisconsin buildings must eventually be replaced . . . and, inevitably, 

campus are old and decrepit. Quite a few, in fact, are brand others will be added to the list as time goes on. . 
new. But these are foo new to have developed a growth of Second, there are the buildings which need reconditioning 
ivy—and there are relatively few academic structures whose and remodeling to be made suitable for current use. Building 
age falls between the very old and the very new. Buildings experts say that extensive revamping of any building should 
constructed between 1910 and the end of World War II be undertaken every 25 or 30 years, since a certain amount 
Comprise only about one-fourth of the academic plant at the of disintegration is to be expected, even with the best main- 

University. This contrasts with 37 per cent built Pcfore 1910 tenance (and the University declares that limited funds have 

and a similar percentage constructed after World War II.* —- . eres : 
+In 1950 the State Architect and University officials made up 

G a list of Wee units recommended foe rezings $s soon 5 roa 
i . G and included, plus those mentioned above, Chadbourne Hall (1871), 

eng, Going one the ae, (1878), ° 5 Ras = rcs onan 
: . : # sitio : Hall (1888), Radio Lal 1888), Science Hal 1888), Hiram 

— University, like other aa ~ ae ee has Smith Hall (1852), King Hall (1894), Gymnasium (1894), Ag- 
a Major factors to consider in its planning for future riculture Bulletin Bldg. (1900), Boat House (1903), Administra- 

changes in its physical plant. tion (1906), Poultry Bldg. (1910), Gym Annex (1911), Tempo- 

eect. rary Buildings (mostly 1947, although one dates back to World 
* Including buildings now under construction or financed. War I) and Quonsets (1947). 
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prohibited doing an adequate job in this respect). Some acquisitions, more than one-third of these buildings were con- buildings have been rather thoroughly overhauled in recent structed in the decade from 1921-1930, Another 20 per cent years (€.g., the Education Building). Among the older build- of the buildings were built from 1931-1940 (some with the ings are three which the University desires to maintain for help of PWA funds), and most of the others have been built 
historical reasons. These are Bascom Hall, the main building since. 
on the campus, and North and South Halls, all of them nearly Much of this “non-academic” building probably owes its a century old. These were the buildings which comprised the existence to the Wisconsin University Building Corporation, 
campus in its early years. Since none of them is of “fireproof” organized in 1925 as a non-stock, non-profit corporation to 
construction, the University gradually is turning over their “buy, sell, lease, and otherwise acquire and convey real estate, use from classroom to office space. and to construct, equip, and furnish buildings and other perma- Third, there are those buildings whith are necessary to take nent improvements thereon, for the exclusive uses, purposes, care of increasing enrollments or to provide up-to-date facili- and benefits of the University of Wisconsin.” Members and ties in a fast-changing world. When the new academic build- officers are University employes, and corporation activities are ings now under construction, or financed, are completed, the supervised by the Regents of the University, 
University will be in a reasonably good position to take care This Building Corporation, together with several similar 
of its present enrollment, University officials maintain.** ones in Wisconsin, has been defined either as ‘‘a scheme to Altogether, the net usable area of the academic plant totals circumvent the Constitutional decree that the state may not 
about two and a half million square feet. (This will be in- go into debt,” or as a method of “compensating for the 
creased by 288,000 feet in the near future). This space in- shortcomings of the Constitution.” However defined, the Wis- 
cludes classrooms, auditoriums, instructional and research labo- 
ratories, libraries and reading rooms, and shops (about 63% a ae od 
of the total), office space, including offices for adult education cinema ee ti a se Ss 
extension services (13%), gymnasiums (5%), farm services _— ican =_> cee ema oe 
(8 per cent), general services (6 per cent), and miscellaneous - Se <n aN let (5 per cent). : ae es a a ene Fereiaiael 4 

A ratio of building space to students developed from these - _— sti / 7 
figures shows the proportion to be 195 square feet per student ge er . ra 
(including farm buildings).+} This compares favorably with Serer es ey perreniers “= we ti) 
minimum requirements (180 square feet per student) esti- pee | og ee Fe 
mated some years ago by the United States Office of Education. ral @ 7 
But, as with the student-faculty ratio, the value of such a ze Ie x 
measurement is questionable; much of the space involved is : = ted = ae 
heavily concerned with research, public service and adult edu- , =] ag . 
cation, and an exact breakdown is virtually impossible. A yi ‘ ae a Pash 

The University feels it is now making maximum use of its ss by a 
available space, and officials point out that the average class- eal — 3 ah 
room use of 30 hours per week is higher than at many other & F ae . a & 
institutions, and even higher than many experts consider = 
practical. Although classrooms are occasionally not in use, there One new building is the Memorial Library. 
are a number of valid reasons that make 100 per cent schedul- 
ing impossible. consin Building Corporation has been responsible in great 

The current building plans of the University, and its needs degree for most existing dormitories, the Field House, the 
for the immediate future, fall largely in the ‘‘classroom’’ cate- Stadium, the Enzyme Institute, the McArdle Memorial Cancer 
gory, as differentiated from the predominantly laboratory-type Research Laboratory, the Wisconsin Union Theater, and a 
buildings constructed recently. However, since curtent building number of other very useful structures. 
largely replaces either temporary or obsolete buildings, it will Here’s how the Building Corporation arrangement generally 
not substantially alter the student-space ratio, The University works: the University leases land to the Corporation, then the 
estimates that about 15 new classrooms will be needed for Corporation builds with funds from loans and state appropria- 
every increase of 1,000 in enrollment, and somewhat less of tions (if available). Subsequently the Corporation leases the 
laboratory space in proportion. In the latter instance, equip- building back to the University at a rent sufficient to amortize 
ment available is often a greater factor than actual space. the loans. When the building becomes debt free, it becomes 

the property of the University. 
Not Strictl demi In other instances, the Building Corporation has bought 

ot Strictly Academic property for the University with the understanding that future 

Not all University buildings are classified as “academic.” plea arora ae a the purchase, It es _ 
A total of 1,829,582 square feet (plus 208,414 square feet Manner t gg fests Oe ees: property” sou Ss 
how financed) includes such buildings as the Residence Halls, pee rhe a Seat : ee Property: nas 
University Hospitals, intercollegiate athletic facilities, the Me- oT | etre L y, 1 Orne i See Pie te fe 
morial Union, and a few rental residences acquired in anticipa- he 1953 1 oo aT ‘i Gees a i pets f € 
tion of future expansion, In contrast with academic plant Regents may lease land to the Building Corporation only for 

eee projects concerning ‘‘dormitories, commons, field house, sta- 

** If the buildings can be heated, these officials add, emphasizing dium, or memorial union.” . . . in short, only definitely self- 
the importance of their current request for additional central heating supporting enterprises. 

facilities. (A Wisconsin Supreme Court decision in 1954 made illegal 

. ttIn 1948, Look magazine said: “The ratio of work to marble the securing of loans by mortgaging of state buildings and 
is higher at Wisconsin than at any other university.” land; however, the decision did not condemn the other parts 
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of the leasing arrangements between University and Building many universities are trying to see that adequate housing is 
Corporation. This being the case, University officials feel that available—no matter what the student's marital status is, The 

in some cases it probably will be possible to borrow money University says that if it is to meet this competition it seems 
for self-supporting construction even if no mortgage is of- evident that here, too, a certain amount of subsidization is re- 

fered to the lender.) quired to make adequate quarters available at a price these 
Currently the University Building Corporation’s outstanding students can afford to pay. (Madison apartments may range 

debi is about two and a half million dollars, around .0026 from $75 to $100 or more a month.) 

per cent of the state’s equalized property holdings of about . . ! 
$12 billion. This debt includes $61,800 on non-income pro- Whither Expansion? | 

ducing land in the originally-planned expansion area south of Mentioned several times earlier has been the “expansion 
University Avenue. area” south of University Avenue. This area has figured in 

aad the long-range planning of the University for some time— 
living Space although there has been some pause in this consideration since 

Of primary concern to the University presently is the short- various groups expressed doubts regarding this movement a 
age of dormitory space for students at the University. (See few years ago. : a. / 
Chapter One, page 12). There are fewer private rooms in the The lake-shore location of the University, while scenically 
campus area than there were 10 years ago, and only a few superb, does pose certain building and traffic problems, Any 
more dormitory rooms. Many students are living in substandard substantial expansion on the lake frontage is virtually impos- 
quarters, The University estimates that at least 700 more sible, and the little proposed has met much opposition, East- 
students would have enrolled in 1953 had adequate housing ward movement into a congested section of living units is 
been available. impractical, as is very much expansion westward into open 

Moreover, the need for more dormitory space is not only areas on that end of the campus. Buildings should be placed 
related to food and shelter, drastic as that need is, University close enough to the center of the campus to permit walking 
officials argue forcefully that experience in group living can between all buildings within the 15-minute class change pe- 
and should be a rewarding part of the total educational tiods. So those in the University particularly concerned with 

experience. long-range planning (the University Steering Committee, the 
The University maintains that if dormitory costs to students University Campus Planning Commission, and the Regents) 

are to be kept within their present levels ($600-$700 a year) some time ago began looking southward, where, in fact, much 
any further building will require some sort of subsidy. This of the original land granted to the University was located 
might be in the form of state funds, or private donations, or (it was sold for operating funds a century ago). 
a combination of both. Except for the Agriculture Short Course The degree of physical expansion of the Madison campus 
Dormitories, the state has provided no dormitory funds since will, of course, be related to the role the University plays 
1914. Yet all present University housing has had help from in the entire organization of higher education in the state. 
the outside, including gifts from the Tripp estate and PWA It seems evident, however, that virtually no reorganization 
grants before the war. would enable the University to escape a certain amount of 

While housing for single students is a major problem, the expansion to meet the demands of the critical years ahead. 
University also expresses concern for the married graduate The value of a consistent ratio between graduate and under- 
students who are so essential to research and teaching activi- gtaduate students—both from the points of view of economy 
ties at the University, and whose training is so valuable to an and of good teaching and research—seems to make this ex- 

increasingly complex society. About one-fourth of all students pansion desirable. 
at the University are doing advanced work in graduate or Yet, as indicated earlier, the impact of increasing enroll- 
professional schools. These students are generally at the ments will probably have less effect on future building needs 
“marrying age,” and in recent years more and more have been at the University than will the necessity of replacing obsolete 
getting married. There is considerable competition among and outmoded buildings that ceased to be in fashion when the 
educational institutions for top-notch advanced students, so hitching posts were removed from their “parking lots.” lM 
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Within a decade, these children will be part of a tremen- 
dous increase in college-age youth. Wisconsin must do its 

| share in providing them with opportunity for higher educa- 
| tion. The qualifying basis for leadership and service will 

increasingly include training for a broad appreciation of the 
best things in life, a mind that penetrates beyond the obvious, 
and a high sense of values.
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On Point is shooting more. And when Dick 
) shoots more, he scores more. Going into 

en ) > the Princeton game he had averaged just 
Bore Tin Zz under 25 points per game. His big 

| YX nights came against Tulane and Notre 
La (on) Dame, when he popped in 31 points 

ey SNS Wa each time. At the same ti he enti 
: Te g Wisconsin team os ee, - P ao 

IN SPORTS sa DY Art Lentz than average clip both from the floor 
He (.406) and the free throw line (.673). 

Center John Parker was helping along 
considerably with 97 points in six non- 

(agers Have Ups and Do Whs conference games. Guards Dick Miller 
and Bob Badura were near the half-hun- 
dred mark. At that point the output 

UR 1954-55 basketball Badgers in the pan—or has this Wisconsin team Slipped, on an individual basis, because 
O make up a team of surprises. Who got more than promised at the beginning Foster has been substituting freely at the 

would have expected, for instance, of the season? Well .. . it shouldn't other forward post (and to a lesser ex- 
that this squad would be one to break — take much of the Big Ten season to find tent at guards and center). 
wide open the Wisconsin team scoring out! 

? . record? : Certainly during the pre-conference Ringmen Get Ready 
Granted, Coach Bud Foster predicted campaign the Wisconsin courtmen had 

eatly in the season that the new free the earmarks of an up-and-down outfit. At the conclusion of the two tradi- 
throw rule (a bonus attempt if you put They lost to Notre Dame, beat Western tional intra-university boxing tourna- 
your throw through the nets) might Michigan; beat Oklahoma, 77-66, lost | Ments (the Contenders Tourney on Jan. 
add ten points or so to a team’s score. to Missouri, 67-56; beat "LSU, lost to 12 and the All-University Finals’ on 

But when the Badgers, up against Tulane, then in a Madison dash with Feb. 11) a better estimate of Badger ring 
‘Louisiana State in the Wisconsin field- Princeton, they nosed out the Ivy potential this year may be made. 

suse, went a full twenty-five points Leaguers 66-64. Even considering the strong nucleus 
bove the previous scoring record by a The record to date hasn’t been al] | @found which Coach John Walsh will be 
Wisconsin team, it was a little too inconsistency, however. A steady, bright building his 1955 squad, the various 
“puch to attribute to any new rule. light shining through good fortune and _ Pte-intercollegiate competitions will have 

The score of that game was 107-68. adversity has been the play of Dick to reveal some mighty promising mate- 
Two nights later, the Badgers dropped Cable, senior letterman and the only rial if Wisconsin is to come through a 
a game to another deep-South quintet, starter back from last year’s team, Of tough schedule with its usual success. 
Tulane, and fell far short of the hundred course, Cable’s play has never been any- To illustrate: Michigan State, always 
mark in doing it, 69-66. So was the thing but good. This year, though, the a tough customer, is on the schedule 
100-plus night strictly a one-time flash lean blonde sharpshooter from Stevens — twice—Feb, 18 at East Lansing and Mar. 

26 at Madison. That first date is the 
season opener, the latter comes just a 

EEE ; week before the NCAA tournament 
5 H : March 31—April 2 at Idaho State Col- 

iG Ere i . lege. Here’s the complete schedule: 

P oe 3 , pice Ve Feb. 18 Michigan St. at East Lansing 
i =, J d = Fis a y ah 26 Virginia at Madison 
| gs Sa gy , i Mar. 5 Idaho St. at Madison 

YX MS ss i Ke: 11 Washington St. at Pullman 

\ y tf y 21 Louisiana State at Madison 
: M } coal 26 Michigan St. at Madison 

| ; a Ge : ; 

Zoe a Returning lettermen include Bob 

7 WS. Hinds, heavyweight, Ev Chambers, 165, 

fj é Terry Tynan, 132, and Charles Mages- 

S a? Z tro, 139. The latter two veterans will 
' mig - act as co-captains. 

a” 864 : 
I My a be WRESTLING ROUNDUP—Coach 

: ; ; George Martin’s wrestlers comprise the 
only winter sports team beside the basket- 

When Alan (The Horse) Ameche received the prized Heisman Memorial Award Trophy for his ball squad to get into action before the 
football achievements at a New York Down Town Athletic Club dinner in December, a sizable first of the year. And they went into 
Ee ngent of fellow Wisconsinites was on hand. On the far left is the chairman of the Heisman 1955 undefeated, having brushed past 

‘ward committee, J. C. Kennedy. Then—Lt. Gov. Warren P. Knowles; UW backfield coach ie 1 25-3, Wheaton 21-3 
Robert O'Dell; Mrs. Ameche; head coach Ivan Williamson; Ameche; Lawrence J. Fitzpatrick, Illinois Norma! 3-3, y iE L 
WAA vice-president, and A. L. Tierney, N.Y. Athletic Club president. and Kansas State 24-5. 
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SS a 

° area, at a luncheon meeting, November 
ounders ay Coming [ P 26, President William A. Nathenson te. 

ports that Amundsen, Bridgeman, 
Kolian, Konovsky, Murphy, Stensby, 

WY SCONSIN Alumni Clubs next month (and at least one this month) will Ursin, and Thomas really cut loose on 
_YY again be celebrating the birthday of their University with a round of celebra- _ the viands. After unbuckling their belts, 

tions designed to kindle old memories and to stimulate new affection. the boys sat back and watched them. 

All over the world where there is any organized Badger activity alumni will get selves in movies of the Minnesota- 
; together. In many cases they'll hear distinguished faculty men and women deliver Wisconsin game. Good natured banter 

messages from Madison. In many other instances they'll hear from one of their own —-eeted certain game acts of either omis- 
—an alumnus successful in his field. sion and commission as Konovsky gave 

At the “home base” in Madison, the latter will be the case. Scheduled to speak the play by play commentary. 
before Founders Day celebrants in the Memorial Union is Dan Mich, editorial Again on December 6, Marty Below, 
director and vice president of Look Magazine. a former Wisconsin football great, called 

Out on the west coast it was a leading faculty member who inaugurated the 1954 the loyal fans together for the year S big. 
Founders Day season with the Northern California Alumni Club. He was Fayette gest football anne when the Chicago 
H. Elwell, dean of the commerce school, (Dean Elwell will retire this summer, by high school football stars were enter- 
the way, but it’s hoped, and expected, that he’ll continue to be one of the top notch tained. . . 
representatives of the University even after he steps out of his official status.) Athletic Director Guy Sundt, Ivan 

The Alumnus is looking forward to presenting reports on these—and all— Williamson, and his great football coach- 
Founders Day celebrations in the months to come. ing staff were added features of the 

evening. 
The “Galloping Ghost”, Harold 

“Red” Grange told of some of his inter- 
CLUBS CLUBS CLUBS CLUBS esting experiences on and off the foot- 

ball field. 

New Officers Elected 
. In Denver 

A Night For Ivy Clifford W. Mills, '05, newly-clected 
president of the Denver (Colorado) 

. Alumni club, is a practicing attorney in 
In appreciation for work well done, Harry Kipke of Michigan. Harry was Denver. He was for 22 years a mem- 

the Milwaukee ““W’” Club and the Wis- All American in his days at Michigan ber of the Board of Regents of the 
consin Alumni Club of Milwaukee and he interestingly reminisced about University of Colorado, and also has 
joined hands in holding a gala “Night Ivy and himself (Ivy was an end and taught at Westminster Law School, Den- 
for Ivy” dinner on Dec. 2. captain in his senior year) when Mich- ver, 

Flanking Ivy was his wife and the  igan won 24, lost 1, and tied 2. He says “I’m honored to serve as 
a coaching staff @ their wives. Alumni club president in 1955, golden 

e wives, as usual, were lending . anniversary of my class at Wisconsin.” 
moral support at an event where they Saginaw Valley Mrs. Oscar A. Klovstad (Julia Moyer) 
to seceued Bogble recognition for Is “Tour Conscious *19, was re-elected vice president. Other 

eir sacrifices during the football season, Th : . 1955 officers are: Mrs. John A. Schwen- win eds may ve Bc Ste Nall Aue ae tur ace (ca Bu) yc 
little hard to live with.) in Midland, Mich., were visited prior to Dr. Leonard Elkind, '42, treasurer. The old “master of repartee,” Lloyd the club meeting there Devertber 5 Elections were held at the club's 
Larson, kept the gang in line and the 1954. > > annual banquet on Dec. 4. Dr. Ray- 

program moving. He called on Joe The idea continued when Robert mond H. Barnard, PhD °30, highlighted Cutler of the Athletic Board which  Reinker, who had just returned from ‘he banquet ens with a group of 
selected Williamson seven years ago. He Japan, gave an illustrated talk on his humorous and satirical readings, closing 
introduced coaches Fred Marsh, La Vern travels in that country. with a thought-provoking article by Max 
Van Dyke, George Lanphear, Bob Odell, Club President F. W. Koerker. in Otto. . : 
Paul Shaw, and Milt Bruhn. They were telling of plans for a Founders Dar 1 rO- Planning the banquet were outgoing followed by Athletic Director Guy Sundt gram in Flint, Mich., suggests—you Miers Leonard Wenz, "36, president: 
and Lieutenant Governor Warren P. guessed it — tour of °y n A onal Mrs. Klovstad; Arthur Gervais, Jr., '39, 
Knowles. plant.) mc secretary, and Mr, Mills, treasurer. 

Professor Albert C. Kalvin, New Working pie them were A. F. ee 
York University representative of the ; ner, '04, banquet invitations, an : 
National Collegiate Rehtete Association, Chicago Honors Loran A. Johnson (Elizabeth Coleman) 
was called upon for a few remarks, Grid Squad, Coaches 36, eae Old-timers were happy a; = 

The wind-up of a very successful The football mi ia _ 4 sizeable increase in banquet attendance 
z o 5 minded alumni in Chi- over that of recent years, and especially ae ig when Squeaks” Larson cago honored Wisconsin's 1954 football to welcome so zany ctrhusiasti¢ reoett 

pon Ivy's former college coach, squad members, living in the Chicago graduates, 
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Monee” ~6| New WARF Lab A (continued from page 6) Cw a ssu res 

so that he - ee full energies ; ee 

to teaching and research. M Eff t i t a 
At the age of 41, Dr. Bowers has ore ec ive nsec Ici es 

built a wide reputation as administrator 

and sadiobiologist, has been dean at a ja _— 
Utah since 1950, and has directed some -  - ~~ ; _ > 
of the nation’s important research into ne lw] an | ~ : 7 Ee 

effects of radiation. He has represented ee Laces _— es 
American scientists in a number of in- eo f —— om 
ternational projects, the latest of which eee rd % i — 
has been work in India. ae | oe 

Born in Catonsville, Md., he received \ . < pe sa a ee 
his bachelor of science degree from : ad _ ate SS es 
Gettysburg (Pa.) College in 1933 and | : LV alee eS - 
his M.D. degree in 1938 at the Univer- dys ve Yi a —— ane 
sity of Maryland. mere aye J we oe "ae 
‘We ted as chief of the medical rd 7 ie ; | ce 

branch, biological and medical division, Y \3 ve” i see a 
of the Atomic Energy Commission in . va ; 4 Ba 
Washington, D. C., in 1947-48 and as i. Wa = i" 4 2 
deputy director of the division from . | ‘as — ae Th ee 

1948 to 1950. Since his appointment as ee 4 9 | Ae i 
dean at Utah, has been a medical con- e. Me : e P 
sultant to the director of the AEC. As a i ae a ” " 
commander in the Navy from 1941-45, > | fe 
his service earned him the Purple Heart — 4 a 0 i 

a ae _ re in. sclentific An entomologist in the W ARF Insecticide Testing Laboratory 
journals, ranging from studies of irtadia- gives a dose of carbon dioxide to cockroaches prior to testing. 

tion injury to the use of TV in medical 
education, he has been in demand as a . .. . ? A 
public speaker and a scientific consultant The insecticide testing laboratory of the Wisconsin Alumni Research 
for a number of foundations. He is mar- Foundation is now in full operation in its new quarters. In operation 
tied and has three children: John Clapp, since 1948, this division at present includes a staff of five entomologists 
Mary Imogen, and David Warren. and technicians. 

The laboratory not only conducts routine checks for insect killing 
Gifts and Grants potency on commercial products such as household insecticide bombs 

and agricultural insecticides for industry and control agencies, but also 
Accepted by UW carries out special project work to aid in the search and development of 

new insecticides. 
Gifts and grants accepted by UW Re- ‘ - : gents in December brought’ the total When the insecticidal potential of a new compound becomes apparent 

amount received so far during the fiscal under laboratory conditions, it is then applied to several agricultural 
yeat to $1,387,093.52. The gifts ac- crops to determine its performance under field conditions. 

ne od sag eae ‘ole Before new insecticides are approved for general use they must be 
Induded were 15 grants varying in subjected to many tests. It must be demonstrated, for example, that no 

amount from $2,613 to $16,740, for detectable amount or no more than a specified level of the compound 
Resi research in medicine and fields is present in foods raised on treated fields. In some cases, sufficiently 
with medical application. Pun sensitive and specific chemical methods are not 

From one of the earliest members of Gayo, available, so delicate bio-assays employing insects 
the University’s “W” club came a “Liv- et “ are used for determining the insecticide residues 
ng et fund of $3,000 to aid v Co on food crops. 

the University's research battle against Cou a Additional information on the 
Gite reel tol wae \ a r Foundation's —— will be 

Who died last summer at the age of 87. ae oe 
in Eau Claire in 1867, Clark, in 

84, earned his major ““W” as a mem- 

| ber of the varsity baseball squad. WISCONSIN ALUMNI RESEARCH FOUNDATION 
_ Clark received his bachelor’s degree 
in the modern classical course, entered P. O. BOX 2059 ° MADISON 1, WISCONSIN 
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the ki i i i Society for Crippled Children and Adults, ment of oncology; $16,740 for research in 
i oe ‘te business 4 ee ae ane $7,500; Farmers and Merchants Bank, Ru- the department of oncology; $6,112 for a © WEDE to! Dron casiver, AS dolph, Wis.; Prof. A. L. Masley, Madison, research in the department of physics; 
where he engaged in the lumber busi- $200; Kohler Foundation, Inc., $2,000; $2,613 for research in the department of ness for 10 years. He went to Duluth J. W. Hewitt Machine Co. Inc., Neenah, biochemistry; $15,000 for research in the 
in 1901, where he formed the Waters- $1,200; Neco Foundation, Inc. La oo department Gf bestenoloey; $9,612 for 

i 00; mi $900; Wisconsin Public research in the department of physiologica Clark Lumber Co., the Zenith Box and te coe ee Bay, $3,120; New chemistry; $6,000 for research in the de. Lumber Co., and in Superior, Wis, the Yor Life Insurance Co., $5,000; anony- partment of medicine; $6,912 for research Superior Box Co. He served as president mous $20; $3,823.60 to be added to the in the department of veterinary science; and manager of these companies. William H. Kiekhofer Memorial Fund; $4,968 for research in the department of 
$125 to be added to the Frank O. Holt biochemistry ; $6,480 for research in the 

. Gifts Memorial Scholarship Fund; $56 to be department of medicine; $6,886 for re. 
added to the Arboretum Trust Fund; search in the department of history of 

Anonymous contribution of $40; $5 to American Society for Metals Foundation pharmacy; $5,400 for research in the de- be added to the Harry L. Russell Memo- for Education and Research, Cleveland, partment of physiology; $8,920 for rte. tial Fund; Sauk County Farm Bureau, Ohio, $400; Miss Nettie E. Karcher and search in the department of oncology; $200; Dr. J. G. Rosenbaum, Cleveland, Gilbert A. Karcher, Burlington, Wis., | National Science Foundation, Washington, Ohio, $100; faculty of the UW chemistry $100; General Electric Co., Schenectady,  D. C., $17,000; Squibb Institute for Medi- department, $225; C. L. Egbert, Eau N. Y., $250; Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Rumsey, cal Research, New Brunswick, N. 7 Claire, $100; Willard L. Momsen, Milwau- Waterloo, Iowa, $94.50 plus 37 shares of $2,500; State of Georgia Geological Sur. f »$ P : : : kee, $100; J. Lowell Craig, Milwau- Clark Equipment Co. common stock. vey, $3,000; Ohio Chemical and Surgical kee, $100; Frank R. Horner, Madison, Equipment Co., Madison, $1,250; Ben S. $250; Stuart H. Koch, Appleton, $100; Grants McGiveran Foundation, Milwaukee, $1,268; Smith, Kline and French Laboratories, Nutrition Foundation, Inc., New York Philadelphia, $11,000; $200 to be added National Institutes of Health, $5,454; City, $3,500; Shell Chemical Corp., Agri- to the Pi Lambda Theta Award Fund; $10,260 for research in the department of cultural Chemicals Division, Denver, Colo., A. T. Benner and associates, Marschall oncology; $8,154 for studies in the depart- $3,000; Squibb Institute for Medical Re- Dairy Laboratory, Inc., Madison, $1,500; ments of bacteriology and veterinary sci- search, New York City, $3,020; Armour anonymous, $250; Wisconsin Easter Seal ence; $12,258 for studies in the depart- Laboratories, Chicago, $4,166.67. ee 

Awfully fond of taking off on other publications, the Octopus 
C ‘qs . ] seemingly got a little far from port in attempting a parody ampus ronicie issue entitled “Mademoismelle.” Seems the editors and pub- 

lishers of another magazine didn’t care for Octy’s spelling. 
But when, after a letter exchange, the good fish compromised 

by Char Alme, "55 and dropped two letters, which didn’t improve its spelling, 
but did quite a bit for public relations. Who sez octopi can’t 

wo go to college? A Moone WILLING to try, University students have 
ormed a new organization for the promotion of better Christmas Spirit—Ever where ‘ citizens for better living. Called the Committee on Inter- . . Y Rrccnsi ‘dn’ Racial Living, it grew out of the Anokijig conference on dis- In the midst of 12-weck exams, University students didn’t crimination held this fall, Represented on the committee are forget the Christmas spirit . . . Sigma Alpha Epsilon frater- the Inter-Fraternity Council, Pan—Hellenic Council, Green nity gave its third annual party for Dane County old folks Lantern Eating Co-op, International House, Rochdale Co-op Dec. 15, with 2500 invitations extended . . . The Wesley 

and Groves Co-op. Foundation gave a Christmas banquet Dec. 9 for foreign stu- 
One of the first activities sponsored by the new group was dents . . . Gamma Phi Beta sorority and Phi Sigma Delta 

an exchange dinner, first of several in a planned program of fraternity gave a party for 25 children from the Bact such events, held early in December between International Orphanage of Stockcholny Det: Bait @ SaPEe es di a 
House and Green Lantern Eating Co-op and several frater- nity and Delta Delta Delta sorority gave a party for Madison 
nities and sororities. The dinner was to “bring about contact children Dec. 14. . . Gregory House and Badger Club enter- and understanding of mutual problems by Greek and co-opera- tained patients at the Veterans Hospital. . . 
tive organizations and to acquaint fraternities and sororities F i j i with inter-racial living in connps. Cordially Invite Soviet Editors to... 

Also at Anokijig, which gave birth to the Inter-Racial com- The University Student Senate has voted to invite 15 Soviet mittee, another development along the same line was initiated, student and youth newspaper editors to visit the campus here. 
Thirty-eight delegates drew up a resolution which would push This was in reply to a letter from the Student Council of 
to 1965 (or as first recommended, even beyond 1965), the Swarthmore College, Pennsylvania, requesting Student Senate 
deadline for ending discrimination in fraternities and soro- to extend the invitation. Similar letters were sent to most of 
ities. Contended one of the student senators when the resolu- the other colleges in the U. S. ‘ tion came before the Senate: it is “unfair” for the University So far those voting yes include Swarthmore, Wayne Univet- to decree that a fraternity which has tried its best to eliminate sity, Haverford College and Oberlin College. discrimination and failed should not be given approval. The editors must be granted visas from the U. S. gan Student Senate rejected the resolution, 22-8. T ' ment of State before they can come. Meanwhile, Prof. Ralp' 

: » 22-8. Two abstained. O. Nafziger, director of the University School of Journalism, 
The Madmoiselle from Madison alles! Vous) said an exchange could be good, clean fun. 

The good ol’ Octy—that lovable deep-sea monster that P. S. 
stad so often emerges from dry-dock to catch University The Union Council voted approval Dec. 8 for the wearing students in a good humor—almost got its feet wet last month. of Bermuda shorts in the Union cafeteria next summer. 
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earcn ts excuing - 

Scientists are constantly probing deeper into the secrets of nature 

—bringing new and better things to you 

AS THE PROSPECTOR thrills to the search for treasure, for life-saving medicines and many other uses...a wide 
so does the scientist as he searches out the secrets of range of carbon and graphite products... oxygen for 
the earth, air, and water. the sickroom and industry...a variety of wonderful 

a: : tics... alloying metals for stainless and other 
THE TREASURE that the scientist seeks is better un- Hew fi ying 
A : : ee fine steels. 
erstanding of nature, and ways to bring better living 28 as 

for all of us. To find them, he is constantly probing, SEARCH ... RESEARCH? To the scientists of Union 

taking the elements apart, putting them back together Carbide, search and research are the same—an excit- 

| in different ways—always looking for something new ing key to a brighter future for all. 

and promising. STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career 
How important is such research? Today, more than opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, 

. i grits ASES Prastics. Write jor booklet M-2, one-third of the work of the people of Union Carbide is ES ee ee ee 
in providing products and processes that did not exist 
in commercial quantities 15 years ago. Each new prod- N I oO N A R B I D E 
uct, each new process, was born of intensive search. z 

Pees soraiean eee AND CARBON CORPORATION 
! FROM CHEMICALS TO METALS—The results of these 30 EAST 42ND STREET [MM] NEW YORK 17, N. ¥. 

achievements are serving all of us today—chemicals In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED 

= —— U/CC’s Trade-marked Products include ——___ 3 

SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS — ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals HAYNES STELLITE Alloys — UNION Carbide LINDE Oxygen 

EVEREADY Flashlights and Batteries LINDE Silicones Dynel Textile Fibers PRESTONE Anti-Freeze NATIONAL Carbons 

BAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics PrEst-O-LITE Acetylene PyrRoFAx Gas ACHESON Electrodes 
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With th CL, Mrs. Burkard is an editorial associate with Charles A. McCOTTER, '47, and George 
+4 the National Furniture Review, also in Chi- PAPAGEORGE, ’47, have received the high. 

cago. est award given life insurance underwriters, 
Named to the formula feeds division staff designations as Chartered Life Underwriters. 

1943-1944... wot Doughboy Industries, New Richmond, is 
8 8 oe J. Russell SOLHEIM, 46. Prior to accepting 1948... . 2. 1 wee. UW 

The new manager of the cost department his new position, Solheim was a dairy effi- ; A : 
of Morton Packing Co., in Louisville, Ky., ciency expert in Barron County. _;the highest academic achievement for 

is James J. FIELD, '43. Miss Dolores Ann Szymarek and Dr. John life insurance underwriters, designation as 
Dr. Donald L. BENEDICT, '43, has been Anthony PALESE, '46, were married re- Chartered Life Underwriter, has been earned 

appointed director of physical sciences re- cently in Milwaukee. by Robert B. QUALY, 48. 

search at Stanford Research Institute, Stan- Extension agronomy specialist at the Uni- 
ford, Calif. 1947 ...... Ww versity of Minnesota is Rodney BRIGGS, 

Pakistan is the current home for Mrs. “ee ee Mts, Brees 4s the former’ Helen Dorothea SCHALLER Bonavito, ‘43. Robert D. ROSENBLUM, ‘47, has moved  RYALL, 46. 
The rank of major in the Army has been from New York City to San Diego, Calif., _ Dr. W. E. MEISEKOTHEN, '48, has 

awarded to Frank GABRHEL, ’43. where he is with the American Housing joined the group practice of Drs. C. G. Rez. 
Working in the advertising department of Guild. ; nichek, R. J. Hennen, and E. E. Skroch at 

the Prange Store in Green Bay is Mrs. Pa- _ Head football coach at Milwaukee Exten- the East Madison Clinic. 
tricia RYALL Krueger, "43. sion is Bill RITTER, ’47, who also handles Sales representative of the International 

Warren H. FRISKE, ‘44, is a senior engi- the swimming and baseball teams. Business Machine Corp. in Rockford, Ill. 

neer with the Westinghouse Atomic Power The first ‘woman president of the Society is Norman B. ANDERSON, '48. 
Division in Pittsburgh, Pa. of Industrial Editors of Colorado is Miss Spending a year with the primitive people 

Jessie Palmer, ’47. She lives in Denver, of New Guinea will be Robert MAHER, "48. 
1945... w where she is woman's editor of the Monitor, His trip, financed by the Ford Foundation, 

8 we 8 ss publicaticn of the Mountain States Tel- will be under the supervision of the Univer. 
Mr. and Mrs. William WENZEL, ’45, are ephone and Telegraph Co. sity sociology department. 

now living in New London where he is _ Dr. Francis J. JOHNSTON, '47, is teach- Now living at Spokane, Wash., is Mrs 
principal of one of the city’s two public ing at the University of Louisville, Louis- Ruth RYALL Gleeson, '48. , : 
grade schools. ville, Ky., where he has the rank of assist- Mrs. Howard R. Ross the former Marilyn 

Charles W. DECKER, '45, has been ap- ant. professor of chemistry. He formerly was LUCAS, '48, is in Hawaii where her hus- 
pointed executive assistant to the Vice pres- with the Du Pont Co. hydrogen bomb plant band is a captain with the 25th Army in- 
ident in charge of sales of the Le Roi Co. near Aiken, S.C. Mrs. Johnston is the former _ fantry division 
Milwaukee. The firm is a subsidiary of the Joyce DOMKE, '50. Oleg D. KONRAD. ’48, is now an artist 
Westinghouse Air Brake Co. Marcia ROSEN Cohen, °48, and Elias in Paris He has taken’ trips to Algeria, Mo- 

The Gosin Clinic, Green Bay, has an- COHEN, ’47, became the parents of a son, rocco, Tunisia, Norway, Sweden. and. Fin- 
nounced the addition of Dr. George W. Peter Louis, on Oct, 22. * land to date this year. , 
IWEN, '45, to its medical staff. After Mr. and Mrs. George Wilber, became the A daughter was born recently to Mr. and 
graduating from the University Medical _ parents of a daughter, Nancy Olivia, on Oct. Mrs. Warren Preeshl, '48, St. Paul, Mina. 
chool in 1947, Dr. Iwen spent five years 27. Little Nancy has a 17-month-old brother. Mr. and Mrs. Arthur MEHL, '48, became 

at University Hospital, Iowa City, Iowa, Mrs. Wilber is the former Helen DUR- the parents of their third child and third 
where he interned and had a residency in BROW ’47. son Peal Mrs. Mehl is the fount Lee 

surgery. He then served for two years as Wedding bells have been rung for: BALDWIN, 48. 

SRP Gay PTT we Aer Bae ise: Corey il Habe Th fone rad Mig CPT 
Marcia METCALF, '45, is in Germany Marion BELARDI, °47, and Lawrence are now living in Chicago. “ws 

where she will teach at Nuremberg for the Mattelig, Beloit. , , After being harried” in Racine, Leona 
ext two years, : Icina Ruth Groskreutz and William N. D'ACQUISTO, '48, and Khemo M. "Shahani, 
Ben ee ous MASLEY, Jr., ’45, and BELTER, 47, Wautoma. ’50, are now residing in Columbus, Ohio, 
Evely: s Larkin were married recently Doris GNAUCK, °47, and Donald L. where both are on the faculty at Ohio State 
in Seattle, Wash. They are living in Bree WHITE, ’52. Both Mr. and Mrs. White University. 
merton, Wash. are completing work on a Ph. D. degree , 
1946 w at the University. 19499 2... 2... Ww 

Patrick J. LUCEY, °46, has be Mr. and Mrs. Guenther HOLTZ, '49, are 

a real Sale broker's license eS Ga. form Jiving in Gada Hole is ike 
sin Real Estate Board. Lucey is now in busi- Solte i Dorathy, ANDERSON, (0: 
ness in Madison as the Lucey Realty Service. Our Mistake Ho (2 3s associated. ‘with ‘a (patent fae om 

La Crosse’s newest real estate service, in Milwaules. “ p 
Gerrard Realty Co., is being operated by Correction, please! The: slogan, "Together, We Liver de. 
William GERRARD, '46. Appreciative. a8 Tae fo? your fanning Eres SE Sire: aie $600 bedzoom Soe 

A University College of Agriculture my photograph and the news item on page contest at Mach Unuted Givers Fund tie 
graduate, George E. NELTUM, ‘46, recently 37 of the November 15th issue, I do wish  Giestcgit Nashville, Tenn., for | Charles 
completed his first year as tobacco specialist that your reporter had gotten the basic facts I eH, (49; dormer -Alaninus editor. 
with the Vernon County extension office. more correctly; and in the interests of the d in. bis second year as Viroqua. superinter 
Before moving to Viroqua last year, Nettum Association that I head I feel that some eat ab schools 13.Donald B. DIMICK. 
was teaching agriculture at Stoughton. correction is desirable to avoid the confusion De and Mrs. Ward C.. Coffman, Ji 1° 

Roger McINTYRE, ‘46, has been ap- that now exists. Patricia Delphine SAYER, "49, are now liv. 
pointed assistant counsel for the Northwest- The Associated Business Publications is a ing in Zanesville, Ohio. The Coffmans have 
ern Mutual Life Insurance Co. in Milwaukee. national organization made up of more than 4 Sony, two years-old. , ia 3 

Dr. Gregory C. Smith, '46, sends his 150 leading business papers, all paid cir- i a Nancy NORRIS, 49, aun is teach 
greetings from Phoenix, Ariz., where he is culation—ABC-audited publications ; where- ang di the physical education department 19 
now practicing medicine. Dr. Smith, who as it is the Case-Shepperd—Mann Publishing the Tucson, Ariz., schools. i 
finished his medical training at the UW in Corporation, New York, that publishes Dr. and Mrs. Alf F. BORGE, “49, bi 1950, says he will enjoy reading about Wis. FIRE ENGINEERING, WATER WORKS 80% be in Madagascar where they will ser consin’s first cold spell while he is in the ENGINEERING, WASTES ENGINEER. as missionaries for the Evangelical Lutheran 

swimming pool or on the tennis court. ING and ELECTRICITY ON THE FARM — Church. i 
Jane Lois SCHMITZ, '46, became the Magazine. -: Now a member of the faculty at the Uni- 

bride of Carl R. BURKARD, ’51, in a Does that straighten it out for you? versity of Kiel in Germany is Henry M. 

recent ceremony in Manitowoc, Burkard is | Thanks for your cooperation. "  “TRUBY,, "49. . «doi 
associate editor of the American Surgical Karl M. M: , Donald E. Williams, '49, is doing Pee 
Trade Association Journal in Chicago, while New York NY " aan wane with the ‘State’ Department o ao NY: ublic Welfare. 
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C—O oo Nias a é : i. : } ago. A vanished period is brought to 
: : vivid life in this novel by O'Meara his- 

— - torical novelist, who only a short time 
M I S S I LE a Bi C ago published “Tales of Two Borders.” : = ‘ 

| nS s\ Note: Two Wisconsin graduates re- 
SYSTEM S cently received medals and awards from 

es the Ohioana Library Association at Col- 
BADGE BOOKSHELE umbus, Ohio. This socie resents ‘ P 

- awards every year to Ohio born authors. 

a WISCONSIN HERITAGE. By Bertha Kitchell Clarence Eiiwand, Mecminey, “Ol, 
4 Whyte, '12. Charles Branford Publishing ceived the award for being the author S Research Co. (Price $6.50). of the best book in the field of history 
a This is a fascinating account of the ele 3-54, a And His Generals. 
— and beginnings of Wisconsin. It tells how a For @ number of years, Dr, Macartney 

new life and culture surged into the has been studying, traveling, and writing 
_ Development state. Illustrations, including photo. {® the field of the Civil War. Among his 
a gtaphs, number over 350. Many are rare books dealing with that period are, “Lin; 
° and seldom seen pictures from historical hs one His ae —— And 
a archives or private collections. The size Bibl Cal inet,” and “Lincoln And His 

of the book, 814” X 11”, makes it a big, IDI : i i 
distinguished book which will be treas- Another Wisconsin graduate Receiving 

PHYSICISTS AND ENGINEERS _ uted through the years. an award was Joseph H. Friend, ’32. He 
is one of the editors of Webster’s New 

THE SPANISH BRIDE. By Walter O'Meara, World Dictionary of the American 
‘20. Putnam. (Price $3.95). language, published in 1953. Mr. Friend 

This is a colorful tale of Spanish — is associate professor of English at West- 
Inquiries are invited from adventure in the Southwest of 200 years ern Reserve University. 

those who can make significant 

contributions to, as well as | . 7 . 

benefit from, a new group NOW! life insurance protection jor 
. ° . e 

effort of utmost importance. ur famil durin vital ears 
genan 

Tien all premiums 
| bhi, returned £/<2 dividends 

Ges... this is now possible through modern life insurance 

planning with the SUN LIFE ASSURANCE COMPANY OF CANADA, one of 

MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION North America’s leading life companies. The new Sun Life Security Fund 

“insurance or money-back” plan enables you to provide life insurance protection 

2 for your family until you are 65 with a guarantee that, if you live to 65, all the 
| a money you paid will be refunded to you in full... plus accumulated dividends. 

: research On. + the proceeds at age 65 canbe _¢) used to purchase a paid-up policy for 
2 d a) used to provide an annuity; the original sum assured, with a 

— an b) left on deposit with a guaranteed balance which can be taken in cash 
q y 2 rate of interest; or as a guaranteed income. 

engineering 

| staff caitmesmtis | Tote SUN LIFE OF CANADA 
- representative in your | 607 Shelby St., Detroit 26, Mich. 
Eb district for moro Without obligation, | would like more details of the new 

: i gonccllom abel the I Sun Life Security Fund plan. 

Sun Life "money-back" | INAMME seecscssccoeal ee SceancenesveS serene coh BLD ON SEE rene 
‘ VAN NUYS * CALIFORNIA plan, or mail this | 

: coupon today. | ADDRESS vassitussiissiaheassiscnkasitaseiiientee data far teu ctncan ee oce 

Me teaesa is lsu tesscloacaas scececscaneygct ccc onsksas xtan aap SG aM Relate gl 

Ee 
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General Library 

Univ. of Wis., 816 State St., 
Madison 6, Wisconsin 

You can 

ADD TO YOUR INCOME 

...and to your prestige this coming year 

T 

oy EI AN ORN, &ta., 
2 | | I ] 

a} |) | ee | 
WL ASI 
=} | & / —)) | offers people with discriminating taste a 

is aes selection of exclusive Christmas Greetings— 
a) S BZ, . 5 ‘i + 4 Gh NOS beautifully executed designs in both the 

Il 0S" Wg ee 3. 
| / hp | “ S (AS, modern and traditional manner. Van Dorn sales 
i | JES V Cee ul . . 

Wi !\ oN) i\ representatives find it both pleasant and AR DAIBS 7 cain 
~~ ‘ee \ Sd | rewarding to make worthwhile use of their 

\ \ ff EON | \ bain a ES ll . oo. .. \ (RS nal \ pe available time in a season when an additiona 

7 I= ( }e = source of income is particularly welcome. 
L = / 
— eS TT ee: (eh ie 
ron THE 1955 SELLING SEASON A LIMITED NUMBER OF OPENINGS ARE STILL AVAILABLE TO 

WOMEN wy QUALIFY: AS VAN DORN REPRESENTATIVES. IMMEDIATE INQUIRY IS DESIRABLE. 

Es Z's 
mr 

i ~ oe y eae —_ (\\ S32 fata. | Zi? AN For further details, : 1 

- hae } / in complete confidence, Bi. 
| / ; e 

/. ee == Zl S 
. J on > : 

f “Remembering is the —— Ss) a 

f Best of Christmas— “= = ; 

7 A Van Dorn card is the i 

Best of Remembrance” \ Ix Jors. Ltd., 

3931 W. DICKENS STREET + CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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